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Blank Screen.

All is dark. In the black, FAINT CHORAL VOICES are heard.

IMAGE: A soft light begins to shine.

A SINGLE VOICE SPEAKS.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

At the dawn of time, God created

the universe.

IMAGE: The light shines out, revealing ILLUSTRATED PAGES OF

A MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPT. The words GABRIEL speaks appear on

the pages.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

To aid him in his task, God created

the angels.

IMAGE: Illustration shows legions of angels bursting from

the hand of God. Transition into Illustration of THREE

ANGELS standing above all others.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Above them all, he created the

archangels. First, he created

Michael, the sculptor. With his

strength and sword, he carved the

ground and shaped the mountains.

IMAGE: Illustration of MICHAEL, cloaked in light, crashing

into the ground as rocky ledges rise around him.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Michael was granted strength above

all others. Next, he created

Gabriel, who would be his voice.

IMAGE: Illustration of GABRIEL, clothed in tapestries of

written languages, light shining from his mouth and hands.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Gabriel was his messenger to all

other angels and was thus granted

wisdom and understanding. Lastly,

he created LUCIFER the wondrous

musician of the heavens.

IMAGE: Illustration of LUCIFER, beautiful and elegant,

clothed in silken robes decorated with glowing precious

stones, leading a choir of angels as GOD watches.
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GABRIEL (O.S.)

Lucifer was made to be the

proclaimer of God’s wonder. For

this, he alone was granted a power

unlike any other: Imagination.

Through creativity, Lucifer was

granted free thought.

IMAGE: Illustration of GOD above, his ARCHANGELS below him,

the MULTITUDE OF ALL ANGELS below them, and the heavens

below them.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

God saw all that was done and it

was well. Order and beauty now

existed where once there was

nothing. In celebration, he hung

his most precious jewel last.

IMAGE: Illustration of GOD creating Earth and all life on

it.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

He created Earth and set out mortal

creatures to live on it. In their

mortality, they were unlike his

angels. They would be born, live,

and one day, all die. Order

remained. And so God rested.

IMAGE: Illustration of GOD thoughtfully watching all as it

is, a look of longing in his eyes. Transition into

illustration of LUCIFER looking to GOD for approval.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Yet in his heart, God longed for

more. All of his tools worked

together as they should. He was

worshipped, but only because he had

commanded it. He was not loved. So,

from this desire, God created

something different. Something

disorderly.

IMAGE: Illustration of ADAM and EVE awakening in EDEN.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

God created Man. In man, he gave no

divine task, no obligation, no

forced admiration. Through free

thought, he would create true love,

for if man still revered God even

when not made to, it was genuine.
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IMAGE: Illustration of GOD watching over ADAM and EVE.

Transition into illustration of LUCIFER with his CHOIR OF

ANGELS watching in sadness.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

In his heart, wondrous Lucifer

began to feel he had been replaced.

Lucifer, for the first time, felt

jealousy. In front of all angels,

he approached God and cursed Man.

IMAGE: Illustration of LUCIFER pointing in rage at GOD, as

all other angels hide their faces in fear.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

God, in shock from this outright

betrayal, stripped Lucifer of his

title and placed him as a lowly

musician.

IMAGE: Illustration of GOD tearing LUCIFER’S robes away.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

In that moment, the anarchy of

Man’s free will crept into Heaven.

IMAGE: Illustration of LUCIFER looking down from Heaven at

MANKIND’S growing numbers.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Lucifer, no longer seeking God’s

approval, developed a new kind of

jealousy towards the humans. They

were not tools of a singular

purpose. They could continue to

exist if they didn’t choose God.

They were free. Thus, bred from

hatred and envy, Lucifer began

planning his escape and his

revenge.

IMAGE: The illustrations come to life. A rush of hundreds of

wings flies through the air as THUNDER CRASHES through the

blood red clouds.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Lucifer convinced his musicians to

join him, and together they

attacked God’s throne.

IMAGE: LUCIFER’S LEGION, their wings now black, attacks

OTHER ANGELS who are in shock.
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MICHAEL cuts down DOZENS OF LUCIFER’S ANGELS in one swing of

his blade.

GOD arrives and extends his hand. GABRIEL appears and opens

his mouth. GOLDEN BANDS ensnare LUCIFER and HIS ARMY. GOD

approaches LUCIFER, holding LUCIFER’S torn robes.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

God spared Lucifer. Instead of

erasing them, he banished them into

Limbo: a new realm separated

from Heaven and the human world.

IMAGE: The DARK ANGELS are pulled down from Heaven in a rush

of golden energy, until only LUCIFER remains. Just as GOD

raises his hand, LUCIFER breaks from his chains and grabs

his robe as he dissolves. GOD looks at his now empty hand.

CUT TO:

IMAGE: LUCIFER wraps himself in his robes as he falls

through the sky like a comet.

Hundreds of bright red stars crash to the earth. They hit

the ground in a BOOM then continue to fall down through the

dirt and darkness.

IMAGE: The HOLES IN THE GROUND where each DARK ANGEL fell

are sealed by GLOWING RED NETS OF ENERGY. LUCIFER and HIS

ARMY crash to the ground far below the NETS. LUCIFER IS

BADLY INJURED: Bloodied and burned in victorious pain.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

The first stage of Lucifer’s plan

had succeeded. Now it was time for

his triumph.

IMAGE: LIMBO BECOMING HELL.

LUCIFER’S army gathers around him as he takes a stone from

his robe and holds it over his head, releasing a brilliant

beam of light that shoots up through the RED NET.

EXT. HUMAN WORLD- NIGHT

ADAM cautiously approaches the light. He reaches the RED NET

and looks down through the beams.

IMAGE: LIMBO

LUCIFER smiles darkly to himself. Behind him, two red slits

of eyes shine out.
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GABRIEL (O.S.)

Lucifer, still weak, appointed his

two greatest servants to act his

will. To begin his plan, he

appointed Jormungand the serpent.

The eyes belong to JORMUNGAND, an enormous angel covered in

scales. LUCIFER hands him the stone, and it changes to a red

fruit. JORMUNGAND begins to change form.

EXT. HUMAN WORLD- NIGHT

A LARGE SNAKE slithers up through the RED NET. The LARGE

SNAKE has the red fruit in its mouth. It sets the fruit in

EVE’S hand.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Lucifer had taken his stones of

divine power and knowledge from

Heaven and now had convinced Man to

consume one of them.

IMAGE: From Heaven, GOD senses something.

EXT. HUMAN WORLD- NIGHT

EVE and ADAM are excitedly eating the fruit. As they do, the

fruit glows red, and suddenly ADAM and EVE tense in pain and

nirvana as the new knowledge hits them.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Lucifer had done it. Man now had

part of Lucifer inside of him.

IMAGE: GOD ROARS OUT in rage.

EXT. HUMAN WORLD- NIGHT

JORMUNGAND slithers back into the darkness. GOD arrives as

an ethereal human figure made of light and smoke. ADAM and

EVE fall to their knees in fear.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Lucifer forced God to punish his

greatest creation. Through their

corruption, they were no longer fit

to live in the Paradise of Eden.
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EXT- HUMAN WORLD- NIGHT

ADAM and EVE, along with DOZENS OF OTHER PEOPLE, walk into

the dark land, leaving the green of EDEN behind. GOD stands

behind them holding his hand out in anger.

GOD vanishes back to Heaven. LIGHTNING CRASHES. A GREAT BOLT

strikes the entrance of EDEN, and when it disappears, a

FLAMING SWORD stands planted in the crystalized ground.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

GOD placed a sword in the gateway

of Eden, forever blocking any

mortal from returning to its

sanctuary. He named the sword

Rebellion.

EXT. WILDERNESS- DAY

A YOUNG BLONDE BOY stabs YOUNG BLACK HAIRED BOY.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Brother killed brother. Lucifer’s

evil had opened man’s mind to all

emotions, even the cruel. Ages

passed, and man’s wickedness grew.

Each violent act tore them more

from God, and more to Lucifer. Year

after year, Lucifer and his armies

gathered their strength.

IMAGE: Thousands of glowing red eyes shine from the dark.

FADE BLACK.

A LIGHT shines out again.

IMAGE: Blood drips down. A MAN EXHALES. THORNS ARE GLIMPSED.

LUCIFER looks up in fury.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Then, two millennia ago, everything

changed. Lucifer’s victory was

taken away.

IMAGE: LUCIFER ROARS OUT.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

This salvation came with a price.

Man was on his own now. God would

no longer intervene. Lucifer

quickly found out. He used the evil

(MORE)
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GABRIEL (O.S.) (cont’d)
he’d gathered from man’s hearts and

broke the seals. His vengeance had

arrived.

EXT. EARLY JERUSALEM- DAY

MASSES OF PEOPLE are in panic as the CORRUPTED ANGELS, all

now mutated, begin to attack. JORMUNGAND crushes TWO PEOPLE

against a wall with his snakelike tail.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Lucifer sent out his lieutenants to

destroy man. Jormungand the Cunning

to the West, and Mundus the

Malicious to the East.

EXT. ROMAN EMPIRE- NIGHT

MUNDUS is revealed. A giant statuesque beast with three

eyes, four flaming wings, and molten spikes protruding from

his flesh, he wields a flaming chain of hooks that

pulverizes a building with a single blow.

CUT BETWEEN:

MUNDUS destroying ROME and JORMUNGAND destroying JERUSALEM,

all while LUCIFER watches.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

All seemed lost. Until...

EXT- ANCIENT ROMAN SQUARE- NIGHT

The flames part. Standing within them is a giant human-like

demon, dressed in crimson armor.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

SPARDA. Lucifer’s second lead

musician.

SPARDA takes off his helmet to reveal ram horns, fangs and

ice white eyes. He watches a WEEPING ROMAN WOMAN hold her

INFANT as a demon runs by and stabs her.

SPARDA looks up to see LUCIFER watching from a nearby

rooftop.
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Sparda draws a white-flamed whip and slays an entire wave of

DEMONS. EVERY DEMON releases a glowing red orb as it dies

and vanishes. The orbs fly into a RED AMULET around SPARDA’S

neck. He rushes off. LUCIFER watches in shock.

EXT. BURNING FIELD- NIGHT

HUNDREDS OF DEMONS are rushing towards solitary SPARDA.

SPARDA lashes his whip ahead and SLAMS THE GROUND! A burst

of red fire EXPLODES in all directions, tearing through the

ENTIRE HORDE OF DEMONS.

LUCIFER

NOOOOOO!!!

The red orbs from the demons rush into SPARDA’S amulet.

LUCIFER

SPAAAARRRRRDAAAAAA!!!

A BLONDE HAIRED WOMAN sees SPARDA slay his kin.

SPARDA takes flight, raising high above the battle. His red

amulet glows and he crosses his arms in front of his chest.

He lets out a MIGHTY ROAR and throws his arms open. A GIANT

RED BEAM bursts from his chest down to the city below,

engulfing everything in sight.

EXT. ANCIENT ROMAN STREETS- NIGHT

THE BEAM stabs through the DEMONS and incinerates them. THE

HUMANS are unharmed. MUNDUS rushes to LUCIFER’S side.

EXT. BURNING FIELD- NIGHT

SPARDA lands on the ground, weak. In a flash of light,

MUNDUS appears before SPARDA and SMASHES HIS CHEST with his

axe. SPARDA flies through the air. MUNDUS grabs him with his

hooks then slams him on the ground.

MUNDUS

Why Brother?!

SPARDA stands defiantly.

SPARDA

This is not the freedom we fought

for!

LUCIFER appears in a burst of flame.
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LUCIFER

You have betrayed us.

SPARDA

Just as you betrayed your master.

LUCIFER

You are in the way of my slaughter.

SPARDA

My rightful place. AS SHOULD BE

YOURS MUNDUS!!

MUNDUS

Forgive me my brother, but we are

at odds. The freedom we fought for

will only be truly achieved through

the end of Man.

SPARDA raises his hand and red energy swirls around it.

LUCIFER and MUNDUS draw their weapons. The energy in

SPARDA’S hand transforms into an enormous curved sword with

a blade as broad as SPARDA himself: The SWORD OF SPARDA!

SPARDA

THEN YOUR FREEDOM ENDS BY MY BLADE!

EXT. ANCIENT JERUSALEM- NIGHT

The ground trembles. JORMUNGAND HISSES. He and HIS ARMY

disappear in a cloud of dark smoke.

EXT. SKY- NIGHT

SPARDA rushes through the sky, slicing and stabbing MUNDUS

as LUCIFER, all while he himself is stabbed.

DOWN BELOW, HUMANS gather and watch in amazement as these

titans tear one another apart.

SPARDA SUMMONS TWO GIANT RED ARMS OF ENERGY that grab his

enemies as they plummet towards a LARGE RED ENERGY NET.

EXT. BURNING FIELD- NIGHT

JORMUNGAND and his ARMY arrive, just as the ground begins to

split and red light shines up.
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EXT. SKY- NIGHT

SPARDA’S amulet bursts into flame. Fire ignites from his

eyes. THE RED ARM holding LUCIFER begins to tighten its

grip, crushing his armor.

LUCIFER

RAAAHHHH!

EXT. BURNING FIELD- NIGHT

JORMUNGAND watches and stops his army. Red chains rise up

from the ground and latch on to the ARMY. Several chains

grab JORMUNGAND but he breaks them and slithers back.

EXT. SKY- NIGHT

SPARDA, MUNDUS and LUCIFER crash through the net!

EXT. HELL- NIGHT

The three fall into the abyss and red chains shoot up,

grabbing MUNDUS and LUCIFER.

EXT. BURNING FIELD- NIGHT

JORMUNGAND watches from a distance as the red chains pull

his ARMY into the abyss.

EXT. HELL- NIGHT

RED SPIKES rise up from the ground.

SPARDA, MUNDUS and LUCIFER slam into the ground. LUCIFER is

impaled through the stomach by one of the spikes. The chains

wrap around LUCIFER and MUNDUS’ wrists.

Thousands of other red chains bind the other DEMONS.

MUNDUS wrestles with his chains but cannot move. The spike

disappears from LUCIFER’S stomach, laying him crippled on

the ground.

MUNDUS

You’ll pay brother. Before the end

of time, you will pay.
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LUCIFER

You may... think you’ve won, but my

vengeance still lives on... in

the... corrupted hearts of man. You

will never... fully... succeed...

LUCIFER passes out.

SPARDA

Neither will you.

He opens his wings and leaps into the air.

MUNDUS

SPARDAAAAAAAAA!!!

EXT. HUMAN WORLD- NIGHT

SPARDA reenters the human world as wind rushes by him and

into the HOLE he created. The red cracks in the ground begin

to close themselves. SPARDA falls to the ground, bloodied.

He crawls towards the enormous HOLE as the energy gathers

around it like a glowing MAELSTROM. He stands to his feet

and summons a large GLOWING GLYPH over the HOLE.

SPARDA

"Malum intercluditur. Glória, et

semper amore."

He slices his hand with his blade then clasps his amulet.

His amulet projects a red arc of energy that joins with the

MAELSTROM, which begins to spin even faster.

SPARDA

Close! Close!

SPARDA’S strength gives and he falls to his knees. Behind

him, a small figure appears. It’s the BLONDE HAIRED WOMAN

again. She slowly walks to the gasping SPARDA. The MAELSTROM

is slowing down.

The small BLONDE HAIRED WOMAN touches giant SPARDA’S

shoulder. He looks at her, grimacing in pain. She reaches

out and cuts her hand on his sword. She touches the amulet

with him, and a new WHITE ENERGY arcs out as well.

The BLONDE HAIRED WOMAN grimaces as her life force passes

into the amulet. The MAELSTROM, now red and white, turns

into a tornado that shoots down into the HOLE, WHICH IS

COVER BY THE ENERGY AND BECOMES THE HELL GATE.
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The HELL GATE seals as a large STONE MONOLITH rises from the

earth. An imprint of the glyph appears on the STONE MONOLITH

then the earth closes shut and all goes silent.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

The Hell Gate was closed.

SPARDA falls to the ground gasping. The BLONDE HAIRED WOMAN

collapses into his arm. He catches her small body in his

clawed hand. She’s dying. He brushes her hair from her face.

SPARDA

No... Fulsi diligo iam. Nunquam

intereo.

With his other hand, he digs into his own chest and

flenches.

SPARDA

Nunquam intereo. Nunquam intereo.

Nunquam intereo!

He pulls his hand out, revealing a glowing white orb. He

begins to change form and his size shrinks down until he is

only the size of a large man.

The WHITE ENERGY solidifies in the orb and becomes a WHITE

AMULET, which he places around the BLONDE HAIRED WOMAN’S

neck. A warm glow surrounds them both, and she heals.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Sparda sealed most of his power

away in the Hell Gate and the two

amulets.

EXT. ANCIENT ROMAN STREET- NIGHT

DOZENS OF KNEELING HUMANS watch as the demonic human form of

SPARDA carries the unconscious BLONDE HAIRED WOMAN.

EXT. ANCIENT ROMAN HOME- NIGHT

SPARDA lays the BLONDE HAIRED WOMAN on a cot and then exits.

EXT. ANCIENT HILL- DAY

SPARDA climbs a hill, the smoking city in the distance.
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GABRIEL (O.S.)

Sparda had sealed the demons in

Limbo, and himself in the human

world. He knew neither Lucifer or

Mundus would one day return, so he

disappeared into the shadows to

watch over the humans from afar.

INT. DESTROYED TEMPLE- NIGHT

SPARDA walks through the decaying temple. He sits on a stone

seat and rests, facing the distant city.

EXT. ANCIENT ROMAN HOME- NIGHT

The BLONDE HAIRED WOMAN awakes to find herself alone, but

surrounded by laurels, candles, and offerings.

CUT TO:

BLONE HAIRED WOMAN is speaking to a CROWD OF FOLLOWERS, a

drawing of SPARDA behind her.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

The girl became a priestess, and

all the town began to remember the

legendary dark knight Sparda in

their prayers.

IMAGE: Pages of text and illustrations of SPARDA’S battle

are bound in a LARGE BLACK BOOK.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

The girl’s family passed the Book

of Demons from generation to

generation, but Sparda was never

seen. Legacy became legend. Until

years later, one of the girl’s

descendants, Eva, decided she would

find him.

INT. DESTROYED TEMPLE- DAY

EVA, a beautiful young woman, similar in looks to the BLONDE

HAIRED WOMAN, enters the decrepit temple, holding the LARGE

BLACK BOOK. She approaches what appears to be a statue and

it cracks then moves. The statue is SPARDA.
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SPARDA awakes, even more human in appearance now. He looks

in surprise at EVA, who touches the WHITE AMULET around her

neck. She takes a white flower from her hair and slowly

hands it to SPARDA.

EVA

We never got to thank you.

SPARDA stands, dust falling from his shoulders. EVA

cautiously reaches forward and touches his face. His red

amulet and her white amulet glow simultaneously.

SPARDA

Thank you, for the flower.

EVA

Thank you, for everything.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Love had finally found Sparda.

IMAGE: SPARDA and EVA kissing as a gust of wind sweeps

hundreds of white flowers up in a spiral around them.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Eva joined Sparda, and together

they began a new life. In time, Eva

gave birth to two twin boys.

Sparda’s lineage was born. Their

names were Vergil and Dante.

BABIES’ CRIES are heard offscreen.

IMAGE: Stained glass window of EVA and SPARDA each holding a

white haired infant.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

And that is where our story begins.

SUPER: DEVIL MAY CRY

EXT. HANGING GARDEN- DAY

Two SMALL WHITE HAIRED BOYS run through the colorful bushes.

The two boys are VERGIL and DANTE. They have ice blue eyes,

partly scaled skin, and horns curling from each temple.

SOMEONE is chasing them.

The boys rush around a turn and the pursuant jumps out in

front of them. It’s EVA, their mother, wearing a bed sheet

as a cape.
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EVA

Raaarrr!

VERGIL

AHHH!

DANTE

No!

EVA rushes forward and begins to tickle the two of them.

DANTE

No!

VERGIL

Not the tickles!

EVA musses their hair.

EVA

Okay that’s two out of three, now

time for reading.

DANTE

Aww, do we have to?

EVA

No complaining Dante. Vergil, you

choose first.

VERGIL

History! The human Napoleon! Or

Julius Caesar!

EVA

As you wish. Now go, off to the

library with you.

She stands just as a FAINT THUD is heard outside through the

nearby window. She looks out to see-

EXT. ELYSIUM YARD- DAY

SPARDA is stepping out of a glowing glyph, dressed in his

crimson armor, holding his sword. He is tired.

His sword lowers. He and EVA reach one another and gently

kiss. She touches his glowing amulet.

EVA

Even more still?
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SPARDA

Their numbers grow with each

venture. I traveled as far as the

Baltic Sea.

His fatigue breaks slightly and he sees the flower tucked

behind her ear. She brushes his long white hair back and

places a similar flower behind his horn.

EVA

The first blossoms of the year.

They join hands and walk towards their castle. The castle

and garden are nestled on a small island- ELYSIUM. The

island is rocky at its edges, with smooth, habitable land at

its center where the castle stands alone.

INT. CIRCULAR LIBRARY- DAY

At the center of the room is the LARGE BLACK BOOK OF DEMONS

of EVA’S ancestors.

VERGIL is reading "The Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire."

DANTE reads "Sir Galahad and the Quest for the Holy Grail."

The door opens and SPARDA and EVA enter.

DANTE and VERGIL quickly set down their books and stand, but

do not approach SPARDA.

DANTE AND VERGIL

Father.

SPARDA

My sons.

Beat.

SPARDA

Studying?

VERGIL

Yes. The history of Rome...

SPARDA

A beautiful city. Much noble

history to be learned.

He looks to DANTE.

DANTE

King Arthur and Excalibur.
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SPARDA

He was a noble man. I met him on

his way to Sarras once.

The two boys awkwardly stand there. SPARDA inhales and bows,

then exits. EVA flashes a small smile then closes the door.

INT. SPARDA’S CHAMBERS- DAY

SPARDA enters the room and his armor begins to dissolve

away, until he stands there in only cloth pants. He

stretches out his wings then folds them behind his back.

They fade away as well. EVA closes the door.

SPARDA hangs his massive sword on the wall. His chalk white

body is scarred, with several new wounds still blood-red.

EVA

What do you think is allowing them

to escape the Hell Gate?

SPARDA

Time. My strength within the seal

isn’t what it once was, and your

family’s bloodline has merged with

many others since the Gate was

closed.

EVA

Can the seal be strengthened?

SPARDA

No. It would have to be destroyed,

and a new one made. I fear that is

what will need to be done.

EVA

Why do you fear that?

SPARDA

Because it means the Hell Gate will

be open and unprotected for a brief

moment.

EVA nods.

EVA

...I’ll prepare a warm bath.

SPARDA

Looking out at the sunset) -They

fear me. My children... I fear in

(MORE)
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SPARDA (cont’d)
my tiredness and age, and my

efforts to keep them from this

fighting, I’ve turned cold,

distant...

EVA

You can always warm.

He touches her white amulet.

SPARDA

As long as you are there.

EVA

Always.

INT. CIRCULAR LIBRARY- NIGHT

DANTE

I wonder what the humans are like.

VERGIL

They seem very wonderful. They form

cities, create art, build massive

buildings... Humans built this

castle before we moved into it.

DANTE

I’d very much like to meet them one

day.

VERGIL looks at a bust of JULIUS CAESAR.

VERGIL

As would I.

He closes the text book. He looks to DANTE who is still

reading.

VERGIL

Would you read it out loud?

DANTE

"...He, stepping down, By zigzag

paths, and juts of pointed rock,

Came on the shining levels of the

lake. There drew he forth the brand

Excalibur, and over him, drawing

it, the winter moon,..."

As DANTE speaks, he raises his quill like a sword into the

air. VERGIL smiles and jumps up, holding a wooden ruler.
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VERGIL

Charge!

He runs at DANTE.

DANTE

Attack!

They begin to play sword fight.

INT. BATHING ROOM- NIGHT

SPARDA rests in the steaming water of a marble bathtub. EVA

PLAY SOFT MUSIC ON A PIANO FORTE NEARBY.

EXT. SKY- NIGHT

A CROW flies through the sky, then perches on a tree near

the castle.

INT. SPARDA’S CHAMBERS- NIGHT

DANTE quietly enters the room. He pulls a chair against the

wall and steps up into it so that he can reach Sparda’s

sword.

He lifts the enormous weapon from its wall mount, but

underestimates its weight. In a THUD, it falls to the floor,

almost pulling DANTE down with it.

INT. CIRCULAR LIBRARY- NIGHT

VERGIL reads from the BOOK OF DEMONS. Within the pages are

drawings of magic runes, multiple demons, and maps.

INT. SPARDA’S CHAMBERS- NIGHT

DANTE squats then leans back, raising the enormous sword.

DANTE

Whoa whoa whoa.

He steadies himself, then begins to try to swing it.

DANTE

Rah! Hi-yah! Humph!
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He swings it around, jumping about and posing. He looks at

himself in the mirror. He swings more dramatically, then

gets ahead of himself. The blade falls forward and crashes

into a glass flower vase, shattering it.

Just as the glass shatters, SPARDA opens the door. DANTE

freezes in fear, looking at his tall father, silhouetted,

only his glowing red eyes visible. SPARDA’S eyes go to the

broken glass, then his sword.

DANTE

I... I was... I only meant...

His voice shakes. SPARDA blinks.

SPARDA

Did it fall forward while you were

holding it?

DANTE

Yes sir.

SPARDA

...Then your feet weren’t back, or

far enough apart.

He walks forward and kneels down beside DANTE. With one

large hand he holds both of DANTE’S, and with the other he

lifts the sword’s blade.

SPARDA

Your blade will be in front of you,

so your body has to offset it. Now

don’t stand stiff. Feet apart,

knees unlocked, chest up, shoulders

back, elbows bent, and raise.

SPARDA’S hand lets go of the blade and DANTE slowly raises

it on his own.

SPARDA

Well done my son. Now once the

blade is raised, there are many

different ways to use it.

He places his hands on DANTE’S again, guiding him.

SPARDA

The Romans perfected the jab- to

pierce when enemies were

vulnerable. And the Samurai use

iaijutsu, to raise and slice at the

same time.
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DANTE

Is your sword the strongest father?

SPARDA

...My sword has many powers, but

the true power is in the wielder.

DANTE

Do you have to use your sword? Is

that why you are always gone?

SPARDA

...Yes.

DANTE

Will I have a sword one day?

SPARDA hesitates, then nods. He stands and pats DANTE on the

shoulder.

SPARDA

Come, let’s clean this up before

your mother sees it.

EXT. CASTLE WALLS- NIGHT

The CROW watches SPARDA and DANTE exit. SPARDA’S SWORD hangs

on the wall.

EXT. ELYSIUM YARD- DAY

SPARDA and EVA stand in the center of a large white glyph

that is slowly rotating. Beside them is a basin of still

water. DANTE and VERGIL stand nearby.

Rock slowly rises from the ground then begins to glow red

from heat. A long piece breaks off then hovers in the air.

Eva touches the rock but her hand doesn’t burn. The stone

dissolves, revealing a glistening metallic rod. She grabs it

and dips it into the marble basin. Steam rises and her

amulet glows.

She removes her hand from the water, and the rod has now

been transformed into a shining katana sword: YAMATO.

SPARDA

Yamato, the strength of Man, forged

so that any of your bloodline can

close the seal of the Hell Gate.
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EVA looks at the blade as the glyph disappears. DANTE and

VERGIL approach.

EVA

What will the boys do?

SPARDA smiles to her.

SPARDA

I didn’t think we could leave them

alone as we went to reseal the

gate... They’ll join us.

VERGIL

Really?!

SPARDA

We’ll have to enter the humans’

world, so I thought we could do a

bit of traveling afterwards, let

the boys see them for the first

time.

DANTE

We’ll meet humans?!

SPARDA touches EVA’S shoulder..

SPARDA

I know you’ve missed it. We’ll be

safe.

EVA holds YAMATO. DANTE takes her hand. The CROW flies away

from a branch nearby. A bloody black feather drifts down.

INT. CHILDREN’S BEDROOM- DAY

DANTE and VERGIL enter and begin to change clothing.

DANTE

What do you think the humans will

be like?

VERGIL

I don’t know. I hope we meet a

king! Father said we could see

their castles!

DANTE

I want to meet a composer! Like

Amodeus Mozart or Tchaikovsky!

They pull on fresh tunics and begin to lace their boots.
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INT. SPARDA’S CHAMBERS- DAY

EVA ties a bow around her dress waistline. SPARDA puts on

his armor.

EVA

Are you sure its safe?

SPARDA

Safer than leaving them alone

without us. It will only take a

moment, then after that, any demon

in the human world will be

significantly weakened. After that,

we can relax. See the world for a

little while. Remove you from this

isolation.

EVA

It’s an isolation I gladly chose.

She touches his face.

EVA

You’re as beautiful today as you

were twenty-two years ago. Every

day has been worth it.

They lean in to kiss one another, but DANTE and VERGIL burst

in.

DANTE

We’re ready!

EVA and SPARDA separate and grin.

SPARDA

Very well.

VERGIL

Are we going directly to the Hell

Gate?

SPARDA

No, we have to land nearby. It’s

just a short walk.

DANTE

Will we see any humans on the way?

SPARDA

Oh! That reminds me...
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He waves his hand in front of DANTE and VERGIL and their

horns and scalesfade away.

SPARDA

In case we do wish any humans to

see us, you should probably

resemble them.

DANTE touches his smooth forehead.

SPARDA

Ready?

EVA

Ready.

They all join hands.

SPARDA

Hold on tight.

A blaze of warped fire encompasses them in a flash then

implodes! They’re gone in a BOOM.

EXT. NO MAN’S LAND- DAY

In another BOOM, they reappear, still holding hands. DANTE

can’t contain himself and runs forward excitedly. His eyes

quickly turn to shock. What SPARDA and EVA see appalls them.

Ahead of them are hundreds of DEAD WORLD WAR I SOLDIERS.

Mangled corpses lie strung through barbed wire. Muddy

trenches line the ground. Several murders of crows feast on

the decaying bodies.

Amidst the dead, some LIVING SOLDIERS walk, absentmindedly

checking dog tags. Beyond them, unnoticed, numerous small,

INCANDESCENT ANGELS are retrieving the dead souls and

raising into the sky.

SPARDA

What is this?

DANTE

Mother...

EVA pulls DANTE to her.

EVA

Sparda...
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SPARDA

I don’t understand.

EVA

What did this?

One of the ANGELS sees SPARDA and bows.

ANGEL

Forsaker of the Forsakers.

SPARDA

Dominion, what has occurred? What

foul demon did this?

ANGEL

No demon. This is the work of man.

SPARDA

Man? How could man do this? I was

in this realm but three years ago

and saw no such hate.

ANGEL

You have been gone too long. Man

destroys his brother in legions,

all for land and wealth.

SPARDA

It wasn’t time or bloodlines

weakening the Hell Gates, it was

the Man’s malice...

ANGEL

It was an honor to meet you,

isolated one. I must take this soul

to its judgement.

SPARDA

...And what of my judgement?

ANGEL

Not even the wisest can judge

another’s soul.

The ANGEL lifts a golden orb from the chest of a DEAD

SOLDIER, then flies into the sky. DANTE eyes a WATER COOLED

MACHINE GUN still standing on it’s post.

Nearby, the CROW lifts its head from pecking at a body. It

begins to LAUGH, then morphs into a grotesque HARPY.
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HARPY

Was it all worth it now, Betrayer?!

This is what you saved! Soon it

will be your remains we will feast

on!

The family turns and SPARDA leads them away.

EXT. HELL GATE FIELD- DAY

The single large monolith of the Hell Gate still stands.

SPARDA, EVA, VERGIL, and Dante approach.

SPARDA and EVA draw swords. SPARDA approaches the slab. The

glyph glows in recognition. SPARDA hesitates then turns and

looks at his family. He stands upright.

SPARDA

It was always worth it.

He summons an enormous red glyph on the ground. The red

energy of the Hell Gate appears below him. EVA joins him.

The energy develops into the slowly spinning MAELSTROM.

SPARDA places his hand to his sword and draws blood. EVA

does the same with Yamato.

They each clasp their amulets. Energy radiates from their

amulets to the maelstrom, but it is not as fast as it once

was. The energy flickers. EVA looks to SPARDA and he nods.

The energy flow from her amulet stops arcing. The

maelstrom begins to fully transfer to SPARDA’S amulet.

EVA steps out of the giant glyph and takes her sons’ hands.

SPARDA raises the amulet and the maelstrom rushes into it

like a gust of wind. The red energy shining from the glyph

fades and CEASES PULSING.

SPARDA lowers the amulet and kneels to the ground, but...

CRASH! THE RED HELL GATE SHATTERS AND MUNDUS BURSTS UP FROM

THE GROUND WITH MONSTROUS POWER, KNOCKING SPARDA BACK!

MUNDUS

RAAAAHHHHHH!!! AT LAST!!!

WIND RUSHES. MUNDUS TRIES TO CRAWL OUT OF THE GATE. SPARDA

looks up in shock. DANTE and VERGIL SCREAM and hide in their

mother’s arms as she looks up in terror.

SPARDA

RUN!!!
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MUNDUS

NOT THIS TIME!

MUNDUS slams the ground and black flames encircle the

family. SPARDA casts a large stream of kinetic oil from his

left hand, drenching the flames. He redirects the blaze back

to MUNDUS, who waves his arms and dissolves it.

SPARDA slams his sword into the ground, sending a red

shockwave into MUNDUS’S chest. SPARDA runs forward and

stabs the ground with his sword as he kneels. He clasps his

amulet and the maelstrom bursts forth from it.

MUNDUS ROARS and regains his grip. He lurches forward and

vomits BLACK SMOKE into the maelstrom which begins to warp.

EVA runs forward and raises her white amulet. BRILLIANT

LIGHT shines out from it and burns the smoke away. MUNDUS

rocks towards her. Fear paralyzes her. DANTE covers his

ears. MUNDUS lifts his hand and tenses it. EVA SCREAMS OUT

and is lifted from the ground!

SPARDA

NO!

He breaks the maelstrom’s connection and shoots like a

bullet straight into MUNDUS’S chest, stabbing him with his

sword. EVA falls to the ground but MUNDUS grabs SPARDA and

slams him down.

With a bone crushing snap, the earth splits open again.

Hundreds of demonic hands begin reaching up from the cracks.

TEETH GNASH AND SNARL. SPARDA tries to stand but crumples as

his armor chest plate breaks and falls off.

MUNDUS

You’ve grown too weak to beat me

like this Sparda. Show your true

self!

SPARDA looks at his family as they are snatched at by the

demonic hands. His eyes meet EVA’S.

SPARDA

Always.

He breaks his amulet off and casts it near EVA. THUNDER

ECHOES OUT. A single burst of lightning crackles down and

strikes SPARDA and in a flash he transforms back to his true

demonic form. DANTE and VERGIL are stunned.
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The maelstrom reappears more violent than ever. Red

lightning strikes from within it. MUNDUS lifts himself from

the Hell Gate. The world around him crumbles and opens up

into a pit as he stands. He extends his arms in a challenge.

SPARDA ROARS and rushes forward. MUNDUS ROARS BACK. SPARDA

jumps, and MUNDUS jumps to meet him. SPARDA spreads his

blazing wings and lifts MUNDUS high into the air.

He wraps MUNDUS in his arms and then chains wrap around both

of them. THE MAELSTROM EXPLODES AND A NEW HELL GATE GLYPH

APPEARS. MUNDUS thrashes and tries to break free, slicing

SPARDA’S eyes as they fall to the glyph. SPARDA opens his

razor sharp jaws and clamps down on MUNDUS’S neck.

VERGIL

Father!

SPARDA closes his eyes and he and MUNDUS crash through the

glyph! The splits in the world snap shut, and the hands

disappear in a THOUSAND SCREECHES. THE HELL GATE GLYPH

swirls then explodes out in a gust of wind. It is sealed.

Standing in the center of it is SPARDA’S sword. But he is

gone.

And just like that, it’s silent. EVA can’t take her eyes

from the sword. Tears roll down her dirtied face. DANTE and

VERGIL’S figures have returned to their demonic form.

EVA

No...

DANTE

Where is he? Where is father?

EVA

No...

VERGIL

(Voice shaking)

Mother... Where is father?

EVA

He’s gone... He’s gone...

DANTE

No. No. Mother...

DANTE runs forward and grabs the sword. As soon as he

touches it, it vanishes into his hand.
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DANTE

No! ...Father! Father!!

No answer. In the distance, HUMAN VOICES ARE HEARD SHOUTING.

EVA hears them and snaps up. She runs and grabs SPARDA’S

amulet.

EVA

Vergil grab Yamato.

She grabs VERGIL’S hand as he picks up the sword.

EVA

Dante! Come!

DANTE

No... No... He’s coming back!

EVA

Dante you come here this instant!!

The HUMAN SHOUTS are louder, closer. She takes their hands

and begins to run.

EXT- COASTLINE- DAY

The three of them reach a rocky coastline, and EVA touches

her amulet.

EVA

Hold hands.

The two boys join hands and she takes VERGIL’S.

EVA

Reverto Domus. Reverto Domus.

Reverto Domus.

They disappear in a flash of white.

EXT. ELYSIUM YARD- DUSK

They three arrive on the grounds of their home to find it

ABLAZE. The whole castle is on fire!

VERGIL

No!

EVA, still silently crying, pulls Vergil back to her and

takes their hands again.
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EVA

Reverto ut meus patria. Reverto ut

meus patria. Reverto ut meus

patria.

They disappear again and-

EXT. DESTROYED LONDON STREET- DUSK

It’s the middle of World War I London. Rubble covers the

streets. Buildings are half destroyed. It’s raining. EVA

looks around confused, then takes the boys towards a stable

looking brick building tucked at the end of an alley.

INT. SAFE BUILDING- DUSK

EVA brings the two boys inside and closes the door. Rain

drips in from holes in the walls and roof. The furniture is

dusty and broken. EVA touches the door and a wave of white

energy pulsates out from her hand and covers the building.

VERGIL

What are you doing?

EVA

Protection.

DANTE

(Trembling)

I want to go home.

EVA kneels down and sternly grabs his shoulders.

EVA

(Tears still running)

We cannot go home now. I need you

to be strong and understand that.

We have to survive now.

DANTE breaks down and hugs her. She cradles him as he cries

and pulls stoic VERGIL to her. VERGIL blinks small tears

away and tightens his hand on Yamato. They’re alone.

FADE INTO-
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CONTINUOUS. INT. SAFE BUILDING- NIGHT

EVA sits near a small scrap fire, rubbing her wet arms as

she watches over sleeping DANTE and VERGIL. She touches her

bleeding side. She places her other hand on her amulet.

White light illuminates her hand and the gash slowly heals.

She shivers then walks to a darkened corner of the room. A

broken piano lays crumbled on the ground. She begins to

shake and quietly sob. She slides down the wall.

EVA

Oh no, no, no. No...

SUDDENLY THE DOOR IS KICKED IN AND FIVE GERMAN SOLDIERS RUN

IN! EVA jumps up. THE SOLDIERS look from the fire to her.

SOLDIER 1

Hände in der Luft! Hände in der

Luft!

DANTE and VERGIL wake and sit up. Their blankets fall off,

revealing their horns and scales. THE SOLDIERS turn their

guns on them in horror.

EVA

No!

SOLDIER 2

Monstrum!

SOLDIER 1

Was im Namen von Gott?!

EVA runs between the soldiers’ raised guns and her sons.

SOLDIER 1

Bewegen Sie sich nicht! Frost!

Hände oben! Hände oben!

Mortified, SOLDIER 3 and SOLDIER 4 grab DANTE and VERGIL.

SOLDIER 5 keeps his gun on EVA.

EVA

No, PLEASE LISTEN!

SOLDIER 1

Nein!!

EVA

Please stop!!
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In the chaos, she runs and grabs her sons, and SOLDIER 1

viciously hits her in the back of the neck with the butt of

his rifle. Something snaps and she WHIMPERS then falls

limply to the ground.

DANTE

MOTHER!!

SOLDIER 2 hits DANTE in the mouth with his rifle butt,

knocking him down and busting his lip. VERGIL sees this all

happen in a split second.

VERGIL

NAAHHHH!!!

He throws SOLDIER 4 against the wall and grabs nearby

Yamato. He’s too slow. The SOLDIERS open fire, shooting him

in the chest multiple times.

DANTE

NOOOO!!!

VERGIL isn’t moving. Smoke rises from the holes in his

chest. EVA lays silently on the floor. DANTE trembles as he

looks from them to the SOLDIERS. HIS EYES GO RED.

SOLDIER 1

Schießen Sie ihn! Schießen Sie ihn

jetzt!

They aim their guns at him. The small fire turns red.

DANTE

RAAAAAAAHHHHH!

A concussion of red energy explodes out from DANTE’S chest.

In the blinding light of the boom, all that is seen is THE

SHADOWS OF THE SOLDIERS AS THEY ARE INCINERATED.

DANTE falls over weakly. He passes out. VERGIL coughs and

moans. The bullets within his flesh are pushed out one by

one, still white hot.

The soldiers’ guns lay scattered on the ground. The small

fire fades out and dies. DISTANT BOOMS ECHO OUT.

FADE OUT.
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EXT. DIRTY CITY STREET- DAY

Small feet run through a DISTRACTED CROWD. People walk with

their heads down against the wind and rain. Still London,

but the population has returned. Construction work and

scaffolding line the streets.

The two running CHILDREN reach the scaffolding and scale it.

They work in tandem, helping each other up. They reach the

top and pull their scarves down to reveal their faces.

It’s DANTE and VERGIL, now aged a couple of years,

looking human, but still with white hair and ice colored

eyes.

VERGIL

Ready?

DANTE

Let’s go.

They climb along the rooftop until they reach-

EXT. MARKET SQUARE- DAY

Several small street vendors have shops set along the

street. Most of them are food vendors. One shop is led by a

rather grotesque FAT MERCHANT.

STREET SHOPPER 1

You raised prices again! We could

barely afford food before!

STREET SHOPPER 2

You’re starving us!

FAT MERCHANT

OYE! I aint got time for yer shyte!

If you dun like me prices, find

yeself anuthah shop!

DANTE and VERGIL softly slide from the roof onto the canopy

of this shop. As FAT MERCHANT deals with the complaints, the

two boys scoop up several handfuls of fruit.

EXT. ROOFTOPS- DAY

The two boys run, jump, and slide along until they make it

back to their destination.
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EXT. SAFE BUILDING- DAY

The reconstruction of the city hasn’t reached the area yet,

and rubble still lies in the street. The only difference is

faded propaganda posters now cover the street walls. On them

is the face of Adolf Hitler.

DANTE and VERGIL jump down to the ground. A white glyph

appears in front of the entrance when they approach the

building’s door.

INT. SAFE BUILDING- DAY

The interior has taken on a dusty bohemian feel. The piano

has been repaired and now stands against the wall. EVA sits

in a simple wooden wheelchair, touching the back of her arm.

She’s weaker and has aged fifteen years.

She touches something tender and flenches. She’s developed

pressure sores on her triceps.

DANTE and VERGIL enter and set their food down on a table.

Their horns reappear. EVA covers her arm with her sleeve.

DANTE brings EVA an apple. VERGIL secretly removes a LUGER

PISTOL from the back of his pants and tucks it under his

pillow.

DANTE

Fruit, bread, and cheese.

VERGIL

Should last us a good week.

EVA

Thank you.

She suddenly COUGHS roughly. The boys look at her in

concern.

EVA

Now, time for your studies.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME- DAY- CONTINUOUS

DANTE’S fingers rest on the dirty piano keys.
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EVA

Remember, soft, fluid.

DANTE

Yes ma’am.

He begins to play Beethoven’s "Moonlight Sonata." EVA

watches him then rolls to VERGIL who is meditating in the

center of a white glyph.

VERGIL

I need to be stronger.

EVA

It comes from within you. Feel its

pulse with your own.

VERGIL breathes in and the glyph shines brighter.

EVA

Very good.

Cut to:

As Moonlight Sonata continues to play, EVA instructs DANTE

and VERGIL on using Yamato. SPARDA’S red amulet hangs on the

wall.

She touches her chest and coughs again. VERGIL lowers

Yamato. He’s about to speak, but he’s interrupted by the

SOUND OF AIR RAID SIRENS ECHOING OUT FROM THE CITY. They

listen.

DANTE

What is that?

EVA tries to speak but continues to cough. She covers her

mouth and a few drops of blood come up.

DANTE

Mom?

THE SIRENS CONTINUE. She continues to cough. VERGIL runs to

the table and grabs a cup then scoops water from a pail.

EVA

Lean me forward.

DANTE kneels down and touches her back. She SCREAMS OUT.

DANTE pulls his hand back in fright. VERGIL holds the cup to

her lips and she tries to drink.
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VERGIL

What’s wrong with her back?!

THE SIRENS STILL SOUND. THE BOOMS BEGIN. THE BOMBS ARE

FALLING IN THE DISTANCE!

DANTE

I don’t know!

VERGIL

WHAT’S HAPPENING?!

DANTE

I DON’T KNOW!

DANTE lifts the back of his mother’s shirt, and to his

horror sees that her back is covered in pressure sores like

her arm. She grabs his hand and takes off her white amulet.

EVA

Take this! It gathers... White

Energy... Can be used to heal...

VERGIL takes the amulet.

VERGIL

What do we do?

The BOMBS are louder.

EVA

You can see what Man cannot. Look

for white orbs... they’re left

behind... by souls who died... at

peace. Find white orbs...

VERGIL and DANTE take off without a word. VERGIL grabs the

LUGER and they exit.

EXT. SAFE BUILDING- NIGHT

EXPLOSIONS light up the sky in the distance. The boys run

down the alley and the street opens up to reveal the world

ablaze. PEOPLE ARE SCREAMING.

DANTE

Where are we going?

VERGIL

A CEMETERY!
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EXT. CITY STREETS- NIGHT

A PANICKED FAMILY runs by the boys.

FATHER

Come on, follow Daddy!

The boys turn a corner and find TWO THUGS throwing OLD MAN

against the wall.

THUG 1

Come on mate! Leddus have your key

to yuh shelter!

OLD MAN

No!

THUG 1 punches him in the head.

THUG 2

You’re too old for it no how! Don’t

be daft!

DANTE hesitates briefly.

VERGIL

Come on!

DANTE starts running again.

They reach a cemetery. The BOMBS are even louder now.

EXT. CEMETERY- NIGHT

WHITE AND RED ORBS float over several dozen grave sites.

VERGIL raises the amulet.

VERGIL

(Nervous)

Come on, come on, come on.

The white amulet glows and the white orbs zip to it.

DANTE

Good! Let’s go!

They turn and run. THE SOUND OF AIRPLANE ENGINES GROWS.

Planes appear in the sky above the boys.

DANTE

Oh no!
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EXT. CITY STREETS- NIGHT

Bombs fall from the sky! EXPLOSIONS ERUPT ALL AROUND THE TWO

SMALL BOYS. A bomb goes off behind them and knocks VERGIL

forward off his feet. Without stopping DANTE grabs VERGIL’S

hand and they keep running.

DANTE

RUN!

VERGIL

GO!

The world is collapsing around them. They make it back to

their street. Bombs pulverize the buildings before them.

DANTE

No!!!

A bomb hits their home and the two boys stop in their

tracks. When the fire of the explosion clears, their home is

still standing, encased in its glowing white shield. They

run into it, still holding hands.

INT. SAFE BUILDING- NIGHT

EVA has lain herself on her side in her cot. The boys rush

to her side.

VERGIL

Here.

He hands her the amulet. She weakly takes it. Tears are in

her eyes. She takes VERGIL’S hand and touches DANTE’S face.

EVA

I am... so proud... of both of you.

She coughs violently then presses the amulet to her chest.

EVA

I’m not sure I can stay with you...

anymore...

White light passes from the amulet to her skin and drifts

out like a peaceful stream. She inhales and exhales, seeming

to gain some comfort, but the strength in her eyes doesn’t

return.

VERGIL

Mother, no. Please...
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EVA

Don’t be sad, I was always going to

die before you. ...I’m going... to

your father now...

DANTE

He left you... He left us alone!

EVA

No, he left... knowing you would

both keep me safe and continue his

work... And you did keep me safe.

Now it’s time... to do the rest...

VERGIL

(Crying)

The humans are destroying each

other!

EVA

There’s always hope. There’s always

Love. And it’s worth fighting

for... Promise me you won’t forget

that.

DANTE

No please! Stay with us!

EVA

Promise...

DANTE starts to cry and slowly nods. EVA takes VERGIL’S

hand. VERGIL can’t look at her, but nods.

EVA

You are both... so beautiful...

She dies.

A small white orb moves from her chest into the amulet.

DANTE

MOM! NO! MOM! Mom no please no!

Dad! Help us! Anybody help us!

VERGIL silently cries. A light shines through the ceiling

and a small ANGEL descends.

DANTE

YOU STAY BACK!
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He swings at it, but his hands pass through it like smoke.

The ANGEL looks at him, teary eyed, and he stops. The ANGEL

lifts Eva’s soul from her chest and silently flies up. Eva’s

body dissolves into tiny specks of light. She fades into

nothingness.

VERGIL

I wasn’t strong enough. I couldn’t

save her.

DANTE

They left us...

They absentmindedly stumble to the door in drained terror.

EXT. SAFE BUILDING- NIGHT

Flames lick the sides of crushed buildings. Angels are

rising up into the sky.

EXT. DESTROYED CITY STREETS- NIGHT

The boys drag their feet in shock. The world seems empty.

DEAD BODIES lie in the street. A WOMAN CRIES OUT from an

alleyway.

EXT. ALLEYWAY- NIGHT

The boys slowly walk around the corner to see THUG 1

pressing YOUNG WOMAN against the wall, his legs between

hers.

THUG 2

Goddamn ole bastard’s shelter did

the trick!

THUG 1

That’s right!

YOUNG WOMAN

Please stop!

THUG 1 yanks her dress up.

THUG 1

There’s a good lass!

THUG 2 spots DANTE and VERGIL.
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THUG 2

Aye! Piss off! Oye! Hear me?

VERGIL looks from them to the woman.

THUG 2

Didn’t I tell you-

VERGIL’S horns slowly rise from his forehead.

THUG 1

What the-

VERGIL reaches to his back and draws the pistol. He shoots

THUG 1 and THUG 2 in their heads. YOUNG WOMAN RUNS.

VERGIL

It was never worth it! NEVER!

A CRUEL LAUGH breaks out from the roof. The boys look up,

and the HARPY from years ago is perched above.

HARPY

I told your father! I told him!

DEMONIC SCREECHES ECHO OUT. HARPY LAUGHS then flies off.

DANTE

HEY! Come back! Come back here!

HARPY continues flying away. The SCREECHES grow. DANTE

begins to tremble.

DANTE

Come on YOU SONS OF BITCHES!

VERGIL

What are you doing?!

DANTE takes the LUGER from VERGIL.

DANTE

My name is DANTE, SON OF SPARDA THE

BETRAYER! Come and get me!

In the darkness of the streets, hundreds of red eyes appear.

DANTE

Bring it on you pieces of shit!

The eyes reach the edge of the shadows then stop. They fade

away then reappear as two enormous eyes, and a huge AMOEBIC

DEMON runs out.
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DANTE’S whole body ignites in flames of energy. The Luger

transforms into a larger mutated demonic pistol.

DANTE plants his feet and FIRES. BOOM! A huge rippling mass

of energy shoots from the gun and strikes the demon, which

explodes.

Numerous red orbs rise from its body. The flame around DANTE

subsides and he looks at the gun.

VERGIL

Come on, let’s go.

DANTE

Where to?

VERGIL

Far away.

The sky is orange with fire. Big Ben and Elizabeth Tower

stand silhouetted in the blaze.

VERGIL

The humans are on their own.

EXT. SKY- NIGHT

As the clouds drift by, HARPY flies alone through the night.

Over the flames. Over the red and white orbs rising from the

flames. Over the DEMONS cackling. He passes the city and

continues on.

OVER MORE FIGHTING. OVER A CONCENTRATION CAMP. OVER THE

BATTLE OF IWA JIMA. OVER THE BATTLE OF D-DAY ON THE BEACHES

OF NORMANDY. OVER THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE IN THE BLOOD

DRENCHED SNOW. OVER AN OCEAN. THEN OVER HIROSHIMA AS THE

BLAST FROM THE ATOMIC BOMB GOES OFF.

Over ocean waves to the HELL GATE. The gate is now

splintered and flickering. DEMONS crawl out from the cracks.

HARPY dives down through a gap, into the darkness.

EXT. HELL- NIGHT

Down and down. Until he reaches ground. He kneels.

HARPY

Your Maliciousness, it is as you

hoped for. Man has grown torn

himself apart, and the sons of the

traitor yet live.
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In the darkness, MUNDUS LAUGHS.

EXT. SKY- DAWN

The redness of the sky fades and turns into a pearl sunrise.

The clouds break and below-

EXT. VATICAN CITY- DAWN

St. Peter’s Basilica stands in the golden light.

INT. ST. PETER’S BASILICA- DAWN

A tired middle-aged Pope PIUS XII rests his cheek on his

closed hand. MESSENGER enters.

MESSENGER

Your Holiness, we’ve received

reports that the Axis Powers have

all surrendered.

PIUS closes his eyes in solemn relief.

MESSENGER

However, we’ve found that the

Compassionate One, Eva, has died...

PIUS exhales as though personally wounded.

POPE PIUS XII

What of the boys?

MESSENGER

We do not know. They vanished.

PIUS lifts his head with resolve.

POPE PIUS XII

Then we’ll find them. Put our best

to it. No matter how long it takes.

We’ll find them, and we’ll keep

them safe. They’re our only hope

for what’s to come.

MESSENGER

Yes sir.

MESSENGER bows and exits. PIUS looks out the stained glass

windows, focusing on one in particular. It’s the window of

EVA and SPARDA each holding a son.
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POPE PIUS XII

Goodbye, my old friends. We’ll meet

again. Until then, stay alive,

Vergil and Dante.

IMAGE: The sunlight shines through the window, and all goes

white. Clouds drift by.

A tall metal spire rises through the clouds. It’s the spire

of the EIFFEL TOWER.

EXT. EIFFEL TOWER- DAY

Climbing the outside of the tower’s beams is none other than

young DANTE. He’s just a little older and has got a devious

smirk on his face. Far down below, FRENCH POLICE are

scrambling after him.

FRENCH POLICE 2

Young boy! Come down now!

DANTE

Not a chance!

He climbs higher and higher. Soon the POLICE reach as far up

on the floors as they can go. DANTE climbs until he reaches

the top. He stands one thousand feet above PARIS.

He pulls a large metal pan from his back pack and spreads

his arms.

FRENCH POLICE 2

Non! Non!

DANTE leaps out! The POLICE watch him fall by. DANTE gives

them the "thumbs up."

FRENCH POLICE 3

Zut alors...

DANTE tosses the pan under his feet just as he lands on the

side of the tower. Sparks fly as he balances himself and

rides the pan down the metal edge like a skateboard.

DANTE

WHOO HOOOOOOO!!!

He slides down the entire tower then jumps off near the

ground. He hits the pavement in stride as though nothing

ever happened. Several CONFUSED PARISIANS watch him. He

holds up his hand and catches the white hot metal pan.
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PARISIAN WOMAN

Young people.

EXT. THE LOUVRE- DAY

DANTE tosses the metal pan in some nearby bushes as he nears

the massive museum’s entrance.

INT. THE LOUVRE- DAY

VERGIL stands pensively in front of Jacque Louis David’s

massive "The Consecration of the Emperor Napoleon." DANTE

joins him.

DANTE

Wow... That’s a big painting.

VERGIL

It’s incredible. This David is a

master. His figures are almost

alive.

DANTE

He’s good.

VERGIL nods.

VERGIL

Humans labeled Napoleon "The First

Antichrist" because they thought he

was too powerful.

DANTE

Was he? ...Too powerful?

VERGIL

No. He saw the weakness of man and

tried to lead them to glory. He had

vision.

EXT. ICE CREAM PARLOR- DAY

DANTE sets two plates on the table. VERGIL eyes them

curiously.

DANTE

You’ve gotta try these.
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VERGIL

What is it?

DANTE

They call it a Strawberry Sundae!

It’s divine! One of these and I’m

full for a week.

VERGIL takes a scoop of icing and cream. He eats it and it

hits him.

VERGIL

Whohoho!

DANTE

I know right!

VERGIL

This is amazing!

They dig in and pig out on the snack.

DANTE

(Mouth full)

I could... live... off these!

They seem at peace. The world passes by in CROWDS of people

going about their day. A RED FIGURE flickers in the crowd

then disappears.

EXT. PARIS STREET- NIGHT

DANTE and VERGIL walk along. The two boys look and see a MAN

getting mugged by ROBBER WITH A KNIFE. ROBBER punches MAN in

the stomach, doubling him over, then snags a wallet and a

bag and runs. He runs right by DANTE and VERGIL.

MAN crawls up from the ground and makes eye contact with

DANTE. VERGIL has already begun walking again. MAN solemnly

looks away. DANTE shakes it off and catches up with VERGIL.

EXT. GYPSY CAMP- NIGHT

Dozens of small tents and fires line the area. Different

cultures and races of people, all ignored by society. Poor,

homeless, lost. DANTE and VERGIL blend in easily.
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INT. TENT- NIGHT

Inside the tent are Yamato, the amulets, maps, "The Legend

of King Arthur," a gramophone, and so on. DANTE puts a

record on.

DANTE

Check this out. It’s music from

America. They call it, "Rock and

Roll." It’s unlike anything I’ve

ever heard.

He clicks the sound on. LITTLE RICHARD’S "TUTTI FRUITI"

begins to play. DANTE can’t help but grin at VERGIL, who is

less impressed.

VERGIL

Not bad.

VERGIL grabs a book from a stack. The book is "THE LESSER

KEY OF SOLOMON." DANTE begins to dance about the tent.

EXT. GYPSY CAMP- NIGHT

RED FIGURES sneak through the camp. The embers of a dying

fire brighten and a DARK WHISPERED VOICE is heard.

WHISPER

Sons of Sparda...

INT. TENT- NIGHT

The WHISPER faintly reaches the tent and a breeze opens the

tent flap. DANTE sits up and nudges VERGIL. VERGIL grunts

and sits up. DANTE holds up a finger quietly.

EXT. GYPSY CAMP- NIGHT

More RED FIGURES crawl from the embers of the fire. They

make their way towards the open flap. One of the figures

yanks the flap open. The tent is empty.

EXT. GYPSY CAMP HILLSIDE- NIGHT

DANTE and VERGIL, holding their supplies, watch the RED

FIGURES tear the tent down from a hill nearby. The RED

FIGURES, revealed to be small HUNTER DEMONS, SHRIEK OUT in

anger. One of them smashes the gramophone.
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VERGIL

Let’s go.

DANTE

Wait...

Lights have begun to turn on from within the other tents.

VERGIL

Leave them.

The HUNTER DEMONS see the lights, and slink to new tents.

SNARLS and SCREAMS ring out as they rip the tents open and

attack the families.

DANTE

We can’t leave them.

VERGIL

Yes, we can. We have to hide.

DANTE shakes his head and slides down the hill.

VERGIL

Dammit.

VERGIL jumps down behind DANTE.

EXT. GYPSY CAMP- NIGHT

The HUNTER DEMONS are pulling GYPSY FAMILIES out of their

tents by their legs. DANTE shoots a HUNTER in the head with

his gun. The other HUNTERS see them.

HUNTER DEMON

(Smiling)

Sons of Sparda. You took the bait.

Hundreds more of the HUNTERS appear on the hill and begin to

descend towards the tents like ants.

DANTE

Oh shit.

The GYPSY FAMILIES flee. VERGIL draws Yamato from its

sheathe. DANTE shoots his gun at the HUNTERS, but their

number continues to grow. They quickly overrun the boys.

Bloody teeth. Razor claws. Decaying flesh. In the last

second, DANTE flinches and closes his eyes.
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EXT. HELL- NIGHT

FLAMES RUSH BY. DANTE and VERGIL are flung onto the ground.

BLACK ENERGY TIES AROUND THEIR LIMBS. Before them is the

shadow of MUNDUS, with only his three eyes seen.

MUNDUS

You’ve grown weak, children.

The ground beneath the two boys ignites. They quickly jump

up but the heat remains. They cower back.

MUNDUS

LOOK AT ME!!!

They face him, trying to be brave.

MUNDUS

I want to see your eyes when you

feel this pain.

Flames engulf them. They SCREAM IN HORRIBLE PAIN.

DANTE

Stop!!! Ahhhh!!!

The flames cease.

MUNDUS

Don’t fear boy. I’m not going to

kill you. Yet.

VERGIL

What do you want?

MUNDUS

To make you choose...

DANTE

What do you mean?

MUNDUS

Between your father’s legacy and

your freedom. My legions have

slowly flooded the human world, and

soon, they will begin to slaughter

the humans once more.

VERGIL

What does that make us choose?
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MUNDUS

Either you watch your father’s

sacrifice go to waste and see man

fall under my blades, or start

fighting, still knowing that I will

outlast you.

DANTE

Why do you want to kill humans?

What does that gain?!

MUNDUS

Freedom! Man’s corrupt soul feeds

me. I’ll bolster my numbers greater

than the Creator could have ever

anticipated, and when the time is

right, I’ll march on Heaven.

MUNDUS eyes the amulets around each of their necks.

MUNDUS

I will win.

VERGIL

You won’t.

MUNDUS

And who will stop me, boy? You are

NOTHING to me! Live the rest of

your days in fear knowing that.

The flames engulf them once more.

MUNDUS

Goodbye, sons of the Betrayer. I

will enjoy watching your lives

unfold.

All goes white.

EXT. GYPSY CAMP- NIGHT

DANTE and VERGIL are released from their stasis and fall to

the ground panting.

DANTE

What do we do?

VERGIL

...I don’t know.

DANTE stands and dusts his pants off in anger.
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DANTE

We can’t beat him, we can’t run,

and I am NOT dying!

VERGIL

There’s nowhere left to run...

DANTE

I’m SICK of running!

VERGIL stands.

VERGIL

I am too. I say it’s time we took a

more offensive approach to this.

DANTE

No more being afraid.

VERGIL

Right.

DANTE

I like it. I think I’m ready

to raise some Hell...

VERGIL

Me too.

DANTE

Let’s do this.

They set off towards the city. The broken gramophone lays on

the ground.

CLASSIC ROCK MUSIC FADES IN.

CUT TO:

INT. 1960’s ROCK AND ROLL CLUB- NIGHT

It’s the 60’s. HUNDREDS OF YOUTH dance and groove to the

band on stage. The BAND MEMBERS are skinny, long haired

white boys. The singer has a wide mouth and is dancing about

like a delirious drum major. The crowd loves them.

TWO FIGURES watch from the back of the room. One of them

bobs his head with the music. The song ends.

BAND SINGER

Thank you all! Good night!
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EXT. CLUB ALLEYWAY- NIGHT

The BAND MEMBERS are huddled together under a garish

streetlamp. Each member is holding their instrument.

BAND SINGER

Alright mates, let’s do this.

He kneels on the ground and begins drawing a circle with a

piece of white chalk.

GUITARIST 1

To the dark lord, we pledge our

talent.

The singer draws lines through the center of the circle,

forming a pentagram.

DRUMMER

To the dark legions, we pledge our

influence.

The pentagram glows.

BASSIST

To the dark cloud, we pledge our

ideals.

A clawed hand reaches out of the pentagram.

MUSIC DEMON

Gooood!

GUITARIST 2

To the dark future, we pledge our

lives.

The PUDGY MUSIC DEMON has almost crawled its way out of the

pentagram.

MUSIC DEMON

Good. Finish it.

BAND SINGER

To the dark messenger, we pledge

our souls. In exchange for music

glory.

The MUSIC DEMON stands up.

MUSIC DEMON

Excellent! Let it be com-

BAM!!! BAM! BAM! BAM! BAM! BAM! BAM! BAM!
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Bullets whiz by and riddle the demon, tearing it apart.

MUSIC DEMON

RAHHHHHHH!

A beam of white energy shoots out and stabs the MUSIC DEMON

in the side. It topples over.

GUITARIST 2

BLOODY HELL!! -The devil is that?!

Down jump DANTE and VERGIL, now late teens. Still young and

lanky. DANTE’S white hair is longer now and more unkempt.

VERGIL’S is slicked back. DANTE twirls his gun. The BAND

MEMBERS back away. VERGIL puts his foot against the demon’s

neck.

MUSIC DEMON

Ack! Get off human!

VERGIL

I’m not a human.

DANTE

Not quite.

The BAND MEMBERS lean in curiously. The demon looks at the

two boys: Their horns and scales reappear.

SINGER

Mary, mother of...

The music demon cringes in fear.

MUSIC DEMON

You!

DANTE

You know if you’re going to try and

trick musicians into selling their

souls, at least go after lame

bands...

DANTE aims his gun at the demons head.

MUSIC DEMON

No! Wait!

BAM BAM BAM! The demon’s body twitches then dissolves. Red

orbs drift into DANTE’S red amulet.
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GUITARIST 2

Blimey that was right magic that

was.

GUITARIST 1

That’s the most rock and roll thing

I’ve ever seen.

DANTE and VERGIL, still horned, turn to them.

BAND SINGER

Who are you?

VERGIL

No need to introduce ourselves.

DANTE

More importantly, what are your

names?

BAND SINGER

Mick.

GUITARIST 2

Keith.

GUITARIST 1

Brian.

BASSIST

Dick.

DRUMMER

Charlie.

DANTE

’The Rolling Stones’... I’ll keep

that in mind.

DANTE and VERGIL turn to leave.

MICK

You aren’t here for our souls?

DANTE

No man, you don’t need to sell your

soul to make it. You’re gonna be

huge I know it. You guys are rock

and roll.

KEITH

Same to you.

VERGIL bows and walks off.
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MICK

If you won’t tell us your name,

tell us what you are!

MUSIC BEGINS TO PLAY: The intro notes of THE ROLLING STONES’

"SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL."

DANTE

(Horns disappearing)

Just a fan.

He rests his gun on his shoulder and walks away as THE MUSIC

BUILDS over the actual sound.

KEITH

BLOODY HELL...

MONTAGE: MUSIC AT FULL VOLUME NOW.

DANTE and VERGIL bump fists and enter the CROWDED STREET.

INT. CHURCH- NIGHT

The church doors burst open! A SPIKED, SILHOUETTED DEMON,

disguised as a priest, looks up in shock. DANTE walks

through the doors with his arms crossed. The demon slams its

book down and walks forward snarling.

VERGIL drops behind the demon, and impales it in the chest.

He throws the demon against the wall, causing it to collapse

into dust. Red orbs move to the red amulet.

MUSIC TRANSITIONS AND BLENDS INTO: ENDING OF LED ZEPPELIN’S

"STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN."

IMAGE: WAR FOOTAGE OF VIETNAM.

INT. WATERGATE HOTEL ROOM- NIGHT

MONOCLED DEMONS and HOODED MEN are digging through files in

the dark, using only flashlights and red eyes to see.

FLASHES AND BANGS BLAST OUT FROM THE DARK!

EXT. WATERGATE HOTEL- NIGHT

The WATERGATE HOTEL sign is seen, and a DOOR GUARD sees the

flashes of light come from the window and radios in on his

Walkie Talkie.
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INT. WATERGATE HOTEL- NIGHT

The demons are struck and killed. The HOODED MEN freeze,

still holding files. They see a glowing barrel and two

glowing red eyes looking at them from the dark as red orbs

drift into DANTE’S red amulet.

MUSIC TRANSITIONS INTO: BLACK SABBATH’S "PARANOID"

IMAGE: FOOTAGE OF POL POT TAKING OVER CAMBODIA AND THOUSANDS

BEING SHOT/DRUG THROUGH STREETS.

EXT- MASSIVE CONCERT- DAY

CROWDS are moshing and dancing as an early metal group

plays. DANTE listens at the edge of the crowd.

EXT- HIGHWAY- DAY

DANTE speeds down the crowded highway on a motorcycle,

firing his gun at a truck of GANGSTERS WITH MACHINE GUNS.

The truck’s loading door opens and a massive BONE DEMON

crawls out.

VERGIL appears, running along the tops of the cars as they

speed and swerve. VERGIL leaps into the air and stabs the

demon in the head. DANTE swerves to the truck.

He ramps up even with the demon. He fires a single shot

straight into the demon’s face. DANTE lands his bike on the

truck’s roof. VERGIL stabs Yamato into the truck.

He grabs the hilt of the sword and swings over the edge of

the truck then slams his feet into its side. The truck

flips. The truck slides on the road and DANTE casually rides

off the wreckage as a cloud of cocaine floats out.

MUSIC TRANSITIONS INTO: AC/DC’S "HIGHWAY TO HELL" CHORUS.

INT. VATICAN HALLWAY- DAY

A PRIEST runs to several RELIGIOUS LEADERS, including POPE

JOHN PAUL II. PRIEST hands them a folder. Inside are grainy

photos of DANTE and VERGIL. POPE nods and PRIEST runs off.
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EXT. GRUNGY CITY STREET- NIGHT

DANTE and VERGIL walk down an 80’s neon lit street. It’s

dirty and low brow. DANTE eyes a sign that reads, "STRIP

CLUB" and walks in curiously. VERGIL shakes his head.

INT. STRIP CLUB- NIGHT

DANTE enters into the dancing room and his eyes open wide.

The silhouette of dancing girls surrounds him.

EXT. GRUNGY CITY STREET- NIGHT

VERGIL sees THREE LARGE MEN picking on a smaller NERDY YOUNG

MAN, throwing him to the street. LARGE MAN 1 stands over the

nerd and grabs his shirt. VERGIL approaches the men calmly.

VERGIL grabs LARGE MAN 1’s fist just as he goes to punch.

LARGE MAN 1 looks confused at VERGIL, just as VERGIL snaps

his arm out of socket and slams him on the ground.

Down at the STRIP CLUB, DANTE exits into the street with two

half naked STRIPPERS on his arms. LARGE MAN 1 flies through

the air passed DANTE.

DANTE takes his arms off the STRIPPERS, who try to hold onto

his hand. He winks at them then runs into the fight. HARPY

watches from the rooftops.

MUSIC TRANSITIONS TO: METALLICA’S "MASTER OF PUPPETS."

CUT TO:

IMAGE: TV FOOTAGE: UPTIGHT CONSERVATIVE WOMEN hold up

protest signs with sayings printed on them reading things

like, "The Devil Is In Rock Music!" "Save Our Souls! Get Rid

of Rock and Roll!"

FOOTAGE BLENDS WITH MORE NEWS REELS OF VIOLENCE AND RIOTS

ACROSS THE WORLD IN THE 80’S. RAPTOR NEWS LOGO SHOWN.

EXT. CHERNOBYL FACILITY- NIGHT

Fog is thick in the air. DANTE and VERGIL appear in the

darkness. DANTE has a guitar case slung over his shoulder

and a clunky 80’s boombox in his other hand.
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INT. CHERNOBYL FACILITY-NIGHT

DANTE and VERGIL enter to see a MUTATED DEMON tampering away

and plugging itself into a nuclear reactor with dozens of

cables. SMALL, HAZY DEMONIC FIGURES drift around it.

GUAGES near the reactor jump and flicker irregularly. DANTE

sets the boombox on the ground and opens his guitar case. He

lifts out a large automatic shotgun.

MUTATED DEMON sees the boys and unplugs its mouth then ROARS

at them. A nuclear wave blows by them and DANTE waves his

hand in front of his face. The smaller demons move towards

the boys. DANTE opens fire, pulverizing the onslaught.

VERGIL readies Yamato.

EXT. CHERNOBYL FACILITY- NIGHT

A MASSIVE NUCLEAR BLAST DETONATES, destroying the facility.

Once the blast clears, only DANTE and VERGIL remain still

standing. Red orbs rush into the red amulet and DANTE holds

the white amulet, releasing a cloud of healing energy into

the air.

MUSIC TRANSITIONS INTO: KORN’S "GOT THE LIFE."

IMAGE: MIDDLE EAST VIOLENCE AND OPERATION DESERT STORM.

RIOTS IN LOS ANGELES. FOOTAGE OF RWANDAN GENOCIDE.

INT. ABANDONED LIBRARY- NIGHT

DANTE and VERGIL have made a base in a ruined gothic

library. VERGIL stands intensely holding Yamato, a ring of

glyphs circling around him. DANTE is at a desk, examining a

disassembled pistol.

IMAGE: FOOTAGE OF BOMBS GOING OFF. FOOTAGE OF THE UNABOMBER

BEING ARRESTED.

MUSIC TRANSITIONS INTO: POWERMAN 5000’S "BOMBSHELL."

INT. 90’S ROCK CONCERT- NIGHT

TENS OF THOUSANDS OF TEENAGERS head bang and mosh. Joined in

the mosh pit is shirtless DANTE, now 18.

IMAGE: FOOTAGE OF NEWS CHANNELS CLAIMING INDIA AND PAKISTAN

ARE TESTING NUCLEAR WEAPONS. FOOTAGE OF "Y2K FEAR" AND "END

OF DAYS NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST" PREDICTIONS.
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EXT. DESTROYED AFRICAN VILLAGE- NIGHT

CHILDREN WITH RIFLES run through crowds laughing and

taunting. OTHER CHILDREN CRY. Suddenly, an enormous BLOOD

DRENCHED BULL DEMON rises from the flames, licking its lips

as it walks towards the crying children.

A rock flies through the air and hits the demon in the head.

DANTE and VERGIL calmly appear.

The demon stands upright, releasing a wave of fiery heat.

DANTE holds up a finger to stall. He pulls out a portable CD

player and puts on the earphones. He presses play.

DANTE and VERGIL both release bursts of energy and rocket

forward in a powerful streak of light.

VERGIL stabs with Yamato, and DANTE delivers a powerful

punch. His fists are encased in black metal gauntlets. DANTE

picks up the thirty foot tall beast then body slams it.

VERGIL beheads the demon with one swing.

MUSIC TRANSITIONS TO: COAL CHAMBER’S "DEVILS NEVER CRY."

IMAGE: FEMALE NEWS REPORTER RUNS THROUGH THE BURNING VILLAGE

TOWARDS DANTE AND VERGIL WHO ARE EACH CARRYING A WOUNDED

CHILD. THE BOYS SET THE CHILDREN DOWN IN SAFETY JUST AS THE

REPORTER NEARS. SHE BEGINS ASKING QUESTIONS BUT DANTE AND

VERGIL WALK AWAY WITHOUT A WORD.

THE FOOTAGE REWINDS AND PAUSES ON DANTE AND VERGIL.

INT. VATICAN STRATEGY ROOM- DAY

A MILITARY GARBED PRIEST points at the image of DANTE and

VERGIL. DOZENS of Vatican MILITARY PUPILS take notes. They

are dressed in black and gray camo, with a distinct white

cross stitched across the whole of their chest.

INT. MUSEUM- DAY

VERGIL and DANTE join a CROWD in viewing a large exhibit

titled, "Artifacts of King Arthur’s Court."

IMAGE: FOOTAGE OF WAR ON TERROR, LONDON BUS BOMBING, 2002

BALI BOMBINGS. NEWS COVERAGE OF 2003 EUROPEAN SUMMER HEAT

WAVE KILLING THOUSANDS. NEWS COVERAGE OF INDIAN OCEAN

EARTHQUAKE KILLING 250,000 AND FOLLOWING RELIEF EFFORTS.

DANTE WATCHES THE NEWS IN A CROWDED OUTDOOR MARKET.
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INT. ABANDONED LIBRARY- NIGHT

VERGIL sleeps with a copy of Machiavelli’s "The Prince"

covering his eyes. DANTE assembles a black pistol in

candlelight. A completed white pistol lays nearby.

DANTE intentionally cuts his hands open then picks up both

pistols. They glow and a current of bright red energy drifts

from the magazine chamber through the barrel. DANTE twirls

the guns on his fingers.

EXT. ABANDONED LIBRARY- NIGHT

THREE HUNTER DEMONS peer through the windows and identify

the two boys, then scurry away.

IMAGE: NEWS COVERAGE OF NORTH KOREA CONDUCTING FIRST NUCLEAR

TEST. COVERAGE OF OCCUPY WALL STREET. COVERAGE OF WESTBORO

BAPTIST CHURCH-LIKE PROTESTORS YELLING AS A DEMON WHISPERS

INTO THEIR EARS.

EXT. ABANDONED LIBRARY- NIGHT

The doors open. DANTE and VERGIL exit, now 19, young, lean

strong. VERGIL has refined his appearance. His hair is

groomed back, he wears leather knee high boots and a trim

blue coat that goes down half his leg. Yamato is attached to

his hip.

DANTE has embraced a more renegade, "to Hell with it" style.

His hair is in his eyes. His aged jeans are tucked into tall

combat boots. He wears an unzipped black hoodie with a long

red leather jacket over it.

MUSIC TRANSITIONS TO: JASON ARNOULD’S "SHALL NEVER

SURRENDER."

IMAGE: SKY: A camera drone flies overhead. The drone’s shape

resembles a cross. It focuses below. VIDEO OF DANTE AND

VERGIL APPEAR ON LARGE MONITORS.

INT. MODERN VATICAN STRATEGY ROOM- NIGHT

The large monitors belong to the Vatican. MILITARY GARBED

PRIEST, now slightly aged, radios in a command.

MILITARY PUPILS scramble in preparation. Weapons lockers

reveal grenades of "Holy Water" and magazines of "Blessed

Silver Bullets".
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INT. VATICAN HALLWAY- NIGHT

MILITARY PUPIL 1 runs down the dark hallway and opens a door

to a room labeled "Certamen Palaestra."

INT. VATICAN COMBAT TRAINING ROOM- NIGHT

MILITARY PUPIL 1 enters to find a young HOODED FEMALE sword

sparring with THREE OTHER COMBATANTS. Her skill is clearly

visible as she bests them. She turns to MILITARY PUPIL 1 but

her face isn’t seen. She tosses the sparring weapons aside.

EXT. VATICAN HELIPAD- NIGHT

HOODED FEMALE joins a small team of other VATICAN SOLDIERS,

all in their camo and armor. They board a helicopter.

The helicopter lifts off and flies into the night.

INT. CATACOMBS- NIGHT

Lyrics Point: "They will see, we’ll fight until Eternity."

In the deep of an enormous cavern of catacombs, DANTE and

VERGIL are fighting a legion of HUNTER DEMONS. VERGIL

teleports across the room, the blade of Yamato leaving a

streak of light. All demons in its wake split open.

DANTE powers his fists and surges forward into the ground,

creating a boom of red that blows all demons around him

thirty feet backwards.

The demons gather themselves and snarl. They warp and blend

together. DANTE bounces on his toes like a boxer warming up

then holds up his middle finger to the horde.

The demons morph into an REAPER DEMON with scythes for

hands, almost one hundred feet tall. DANTE reaches into his

coat.

Like a gunslinger, he whips out EBONY and IVORY, his new

pistols. He begins blasting automatic rounds of red energy

into the demon. VERGIL teleports against the wall, even with

the demon’s head, then slices across in lightning speed.

IMAGE: THE VATICAN HELICOPTER FLIES THROUGH THE NIGHT.

VERGIL summons a mighty ring of energy. Below the demon,

DANTE puts Ebony and Ivory together and begins to build an

charged shot. They rush forward and release their energy,

cutting straight through the demon.
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IMAGE: THE HELICOPTER TOUCHES DOWN IN THE RAIN.

DANTE and VERGIL both land on the ground as the demon begins

to fade away in pain. Red orbs burst out and hang in the

air. As the demon disappears, DANTE and VERGIL look at one

another as proud, brave brothers.

Watching from afar, perched on a gargoyle head, is HOODED

FEMALE. She presses her blue tooth.

HOODED FEMALE

Sir, we’ve found them.

SONG ENDS.

She stands and motions ahead. FOUR MILITARY PUPILS appear

from the shadows behind her. She latches a repelling rope

and swings down fifty feet, landing lightly behind DANTE and

VERGIL.

They turn and face her with their weapons drawn. Her four

PUPILS land behind her with their weapons raised. She holds

up both hands.

HOODED FEMALE

Stop. No need.

Her PUPILS lower, but DANTE and VERGIL do not.

HOODED FEMALE

We are not your enemies, sons of

Sparda.

With that, she removes her hood to reveal the face of

MIKAELA, a beautiful young girl, 18. Her hair is as black as

the boys’ is white. DANTE cocks his head and lowers his

guns. VERGIL rolls his eyes.

DANTE

(Crossing his arms)

’Sup?

VERGIL

"Sup?" Really?

DANTE

Babes love lines like that.

MIKAELA

Babes?
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MILITARY PUPIL 1

Are you sure these are the right

ones, my lady?

MIKAELA

Yes I’m sure.

DANTE

(Eyeing MIKAELA)

Yes, we are.

MIKAELA shakes her head and regains herself.

MIKAELA

My name is Mikaela. I speak on

behalf of the Vatican and his

Holiness the Pope. It has become

necessary for us to offer terms of

cooperation in fighting the demonic

legions.

VERGIL

Humans want to help fight demons?

Most can’t even see them.

MIKAELA

We can.

DANTE

(Still trying to charm)

Why would we help you and old

pointy hat?

MIKAELA looks at him, clearly frustrated.

MIKAELA

We know of the Hell Gate and we

know it is getting weaker every

day. We know multitudes of demons

crawl out each week, and we know

they are quietly killing people. We

are fighting to stop them, but

there is only so much we can do.

You two alone have the true power

to win this fight.

VERGIL

We don’t have that kind of power.

We never learned how to reseal the

Hell Gate.
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DANTE

Yeah. We just know how to fight

whatever comes out. And, we’re

doing pretty good on our own. So

why help you?

MIKAELA

Because you’re fighting thuggish

demons with the sword Sparda made

for a human and two pistols that

belong in a video game. When Mundus

returns, when true evil returns, do

you think your pop guns and samurai

sword will stop him? You, we, need

more power.

VERGIL

...And you can give that to us?

MIKAELA

Yes.

DANTE

How?

MIKAELA steps back and reveals and small pouch. She opens it

and pours a bit of silver dust into her hand then blows it

out. It spreads across the vast catacomb.

The coffins open! DECAYED CORPSES rise!

MIKAELA

Because we already have power.

She waves her hand and the DECAYED BODIES fall down limp.

MIKAELA

We can help you grow stronger. And,

we can help you find the one weapon

left on this world that truly has

power to destroy all evil. A weapon

no mortal can control.

DANTE

What weapon is that?

MIKAELA

Join us and find out.

She extends her hand. DANTE is amused. VERGIL walks by her.
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VERGIL

Ask us in the morning.

He teleports away. DANTE high fives MIKAELA’S still extended

hand then teleports.

MILITARY PUPIL 2

Those were the sons of the

legendary Sparda?

MILITARY PUPIL 1

Will they join us my lady?

MIKAELA

(Looking at her hand)

I don’t know.

EXT. CATACOMBS- NIGHT

VERGIL and DANTE walk out into the night.

DANTE

She was a cutie.

VERGIL

Yes, Dante, she was.

DANTE

What’s up?

VERGIL

What if she’s right? What if we

aren’t strong enough?

He pulls the white amulet out from under his shirt.

VERGIL

Have we ever been strong enough?

DANTE

We’re pretty damned strong now.

There’s a hundred dead Hunters and

a big ass, something... down there

that would agree.

VERGIL

Come on. Let’s go home. I need a

strawberry sundae.

DANTE

I think I’m going to make a side

trip first.
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VERGIL

See you in the morning then.

VERGIL teleports. DANTE looks back at the catacomb.

DANTE

Ha! She totally digs me.

He teleports as well.

INT. HELICOPTER- NIGHT

MIKAELA and the MILITARY PUPILS load into the chopper.

CUT TO:

A LOUD KNOCKING ON A WOODEN DOOR!

INT. ABANDONED LIBRARY- DAY

DANTE opens the door, naked except for a sheet around his

waste. His hair is standing up on all sides. MIKAELA and

MILITARY PUPIL 1 are the guests. MIKAELA looks at his fit

body but is unimpressed.

MIKAELA

Your brother told us to be here.

Here we are.

DANTE

Totally. Come in.

They cross the living area. MIKAELA sees the undressed legs

of RANDOM GIRL 1 sprawled in Dante’s mattress.

MIKAELA

Get rid of your guest.

DANTE

(Groggy)

Right, got it...

He walks to the mattress and shakes the bed, revealing

RANDOM GIRL 2 as well. MIKAELA sighs.

DANTE

Kelly, Brittney, let’s go.

RANDOM GIRL 1

Karen...
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RANDOM GIRL 2

Brinley...

DANTE

I knew that.

VERGIL enters the living area, tucking the red amulet into

his shirt.

VERGIL

Good morning.

MIKAELA

Morning.

VERGIL

Hungry or thirsty?

MIKAELA

No.

The RANDOM GIRLS exit half dressed in the background. The

door closes. DANTE rejoins the group, buttoning a pair or

tattered jeans, now wearing the white amulet.

VERGIL

You spoke of a weapon...

MIKAELA

Rebellion. The only sword touched

by God.

VERGIL

The sword God sealed the Garden of

Eden with?

DANTE

That’s a metaphor for superstitious

old people.

MIKAELA

The Bible is filled with many

metaphors, but the sword is real.

DANTE

You’ve seen it?

MIKAELA

No.

DANTE

Has anyone?
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MIKAELA

No mortal.

DANTE

Great.

MIKAELA

I said no mortal. There is one who

has seen it.

VERGIL

Who?

MIKAELA

The only being alive who knows the

location of Eden himself.

Jormungand.

DANTE

The serpent? He’s still alive? He

must be old as shit.

MIKAELA

He’s immortal as far as aging goes.

But, yes, he’s alive and well.

VERGIL

Where is he?

MIKAELA

New York City.

VERGIL

Naturally.

DANTE

We’ve never been to America.

MIKAELA

We’ll find him on Wall Street.

VERGIL

We?

MIKAELA

I’m coming with you from now on.

DANTE

Female company. I can dig it.

MIKAELA

You really need to update your

vocabulary. You sound like you

still think Top Gun is cool.
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VERGIL

How are we getting to America?

Dante and I don’t exactly have

passports.

MIKAELA

You don’t need passports when you

work for a secret sect of the most

powerful religious organization in

the world.

THE SOUND OF A JET ENGINE BUILDS.

CUT TO:

IMAGE: AN ALL BLACK HAWKER 900XP MID SIZED JET flies high

over the Atlantic Ocean.

INT. JET PASSENGER CABIN- DAY

DANTE and VERGIL both look in wonder at the jet’s interior

and out the window at the sky below them.

INT. JET PILOT CABIN- DAY

MIKAELA pilots as DANTE and VERGIL enter into the small

area, still marveling. They excitedly ask her questions. She

explains then smirks to herself.

IMAGE: SKY: THE PLANE FLIES ON. IMAGES OF NEW YORK CITY’S

SKYLINE AS THE SUN SETS.

EXT. WALL STREET- NIGHT

DANTE and VERGIL look around in amazement. They have their

weapons, and MIKAELA now has a red spear and small gladius

strapped across her shoulders. Vergil eyes a Skyscraper.

VERGIL

People built these?

MIKAELA

(Grinning)

Yes...

VERGIL

Thousands of years later and

mankind is finally able to build

their Tower of Babel.

DANTE sees a PIZZA VENDOR and curiously approaches.
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VERGIL

Are these towers fortified?

MIKAELA

Not really. These are mostly just

buildings people work in.

DANTE

WHOAHOHOOOO!!!

VERGIL and MIKAELA turn around to see DANTE devouring a

piece of pizza.

DANTE

WHATISTHIS?!!

MIKAELA

You’ve never had pizza before?

DANTE

Oh my God no!

He grabs the PIZZA VENDOR’S shoulders in joy.

DANTE

How did you come up with this?!

What gave you your inspiration?!

Why aren’t more people eating

this?!

PIZZA VENDOR

It’s, it’s, it’s just... pizza...

DANTE

Don’t sell yourself short man! This

is perfection! You need to expand

your business! Have you considered

going international?!

MIKAELA

Dante, he’s just a street vendor.

There are thousands of pizza shops

in this city. You can find pizza in

pretty much any city.

DANTE turns to her in pure joy.

DANTE

This trip was so incredibly worth

it.
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MIKAELA

This "trip" was for something a

little more important.

DANTE

Oh yeah right, demon lieutenant.

Got it. Which building is he in?

MIKAELA

(Pointing)

He’s in that one. He’s got a club

on the top floor now.

DANTE eyes a red motorcycle nearby.

MIKAELA

He’s not too terribly guarded these

days. We could take the elevator

up, but the demons guarding the

doors could warn him before we-

VRROOOOOOOOOMMMMMMMM!!!!

DANTE races by them on the motorcycle.

MIKAELA

...Get to him... That’s... not

his...

DANTE ramps the bike and RUSHES UP THE SIDE OF THE

SKYSCRAPER!

MIKAELA

Oh my God, everyone’s going to-

She looks around. No PASSERBY notices.

MIKAELA

How is no one seeing this?

VERGIL

Remember, we can avoid being seen

if we want.

EXT. SKYSCRAPER WALL- NIGHT

DANTE is now thirty stories in the air. He shifts gears and

the tachometer needle goes into the red.

DANTE

HELL YEAH!
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EXT. WALL STREET- NIGHT

MIKAELA can only watch. VERGIL steps beside her, holding two

pieces of pizza. He takes a bite and his eyes widen

slightly. He hands MIKAELA the other piece. She concedes and

takes a bite as she shakes her head.

EXT. SKYSCRAPER ROOFTOP- NIGHT

FOUR DEMONIC GUARDS, each with maces for arms, patrol along

the walkway at the top of the building. The railing begins

to shake. DEMONIC GUARD 1 walks to the edge to investigate.

Its eyes open wide as-

DANTE ramps over the railing, running the bike straight into

demon, tearing its head off! Before the other guards can

react, DANTE grabs the bike’s handlebars and slams it down

onto another demon.

The last two guards rush forward and DANTE slings the bike

into the nearest guard, knocking it back off the ledge.

DANTE pulls out Ebony and cocks.

The last guard freezes. DANTE smirks then BLAM!

INT. SKYSCRAPER ELEVATOR LOBBY- NIGHT

DING! VERGIL and MIKAELA wait in front of an elevator. The

door opens and there stands DANTE, arms extended looking for

approval.

MIKAELA

Show off.

DANTE

Oh come on, you’re impressed.

MUSIC BEGINS THUMPING IN: COMBICHRIST’S "NEVER SURRENDER."

INT. THE SNAKE ROOM- NIGHT

DANTE, VERGIL and MIKAELA enter THE SNAKE ROOM, JORMUNGAND’S

club. GIRLS DANCE IN CAGES WEARING ANGEL WINGS. THE LIGHTS

STROBE AND THE THE DANCING GIRLS CHANGE FROM HOT STRIPPERS

TO GROTESQUE DEMONS WITH STRETCHED SKIN AND HOLLOW EYES.

At the edge of the club, facing out over the floor, is

JORMUNGAND and his GRUNTS. JORMUNGAND is now almost human,

except for his exposed stomach, which has screaming faces

and hands moving and pressing out from within.
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The trio makes their way through the crowd towards the

booth. DANTE is eyeing girls as he goes.

DANTE

How’s it going? What’s up? Hey, how

are ya? Looking good.

VERGIL

By the way, WHAT’S THE PLAN NOW?!

MIKAELA

I’m working on it!

DANTE

Nice.

MIKAELA

Shut up. I count seven guards.

DANTE

I count eighteen. Nope,

...nineteen.

MIKAELA

Great. Well, I’ve got an idea.

She takes DANTE’S hand in hers, grabs Ivory, aims it to the

roof, and pulls the trigger. Automatic shots fire off! THE

CROWD SCREAMS AND PANICS. ACROSS THE ROOM, PEOPLE FLEE.

MIKAELA

Now the humans are gone!

JORMUNGAND and his demons turn to the trio, now alone on the

floor. JORMUNGAND walks forward.

JORMUNGAND

A Catholic and two albinos storm in

and ruin the party.

The DANCING GIRLS mutate into their demonic forms.

JORMUNGAND

I hope there’s a good reason for

this, otherwise you’re about to put

me in a very bad mood.

MIKAELA steps forward.

MIKAELA

Jormungand the Corruptor, I am a

servant of the Eleventh Order, here

by command of His Holiness the

Pope.
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Several demons SNEER at the name.

JORMUNGAND

And your prematurely gray friends?

DANTE and VERGIL look to MIKAELA, who nods. VERGIL steps

forward.

VERGIL

We are the only sons of Sparda.

At this, the demons go from sneering to GROWLING and

SCREECHING. JORMUNGAND is now far more interested.

JORMUNGAND

So the legends were true.

He pauses then returns to his seat. MIKAELA walks forward.

The DANCING GIRL DEMONS unlock their cages.

JORMUNGAND

What do you want Catholic?

MIKAELA

The location of Rebellion.

JORMUNGAND laughs with a sinister hiss.

JORMUNGAND

Ah, Catholics. It’s fascinating

that the all-powerful creator of

the universe still needs weak

mortals to do his dirty work. I saw

the the Holocaust. I saw the Reign

of Terror. I saw the Black Plague.

Each time, the masses cried out for

God to save them, and THERE WAS NO

ANSWER. How sinister it must have

been, to realize that they were

left all alone.

MIKAELA

Prayer alone doesn’t fix problems.

God expects us to act. That’s why

we’re here.

JORMUNGAND

How inspiring. Please, why should I

aid such a lofty request?

MIKAELA

Because Mundus will soon return,

and when he does, he’ll slowly flay

(MORE)
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MIKAELA (cont’d)
you alive for not aiding him or

setting him free. You’ve drifted

for two millenia, living off the

souls of the wretched and the weak,

never once trying to break your old

comrade out of his prison. We need

Rebellion because it’s the only

thing that can stop him.

JORMUNGAND

And you need Sparda’s loin fruits

because they’re the only ones who

can wield it?

MIKAELA

Yes.

JORMUNGAND

Be careful boys. I’d be cautious

you weren’t being used as tools.

DANTE

I don’t really give a shit. I just

want something that can help me

send things like you back to Hell.

JORMUNGAND

(Laughing)

Oh we don’t go to Hell when we die.

I think you know that deep down.

His eyes lock with DANTE’S. DANTE’S cool breaks for a

millisecond.

JORMUNGAND

You can’t stop Mundus. He’s not

like Lucifer. He’s driven by

something more than jealously.

MIKAELA

Doesn’t mean it’s not worth trying.

JORMUNGAND

You humans and your hope.

MIKAELA

We can’t all resign ourselves to

waste away like you.

JORMUNGAND’S facade slips subtly.
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JORMUNGAND

There’s no redemption for me. Only

pain, or nothing. I’m not sure

which is worse anymore.

MIKAELA

What if there was redemption?

He looks at her. DANTE and VERGIL listen curiously. She

raises a shield glyph around the three of them. She then

opens a container on her hip to reveal a vial of GOLDEN

LIQUID. JORMUNGAND sits up.

JORMUNGAND

Midas’s Gold.

MIKAELA

The alchemist monk Albert Magnus

created one perfect vial of Midas’s

Gold. To drink it is to absolve any

sins of any magnitude.

VERGIL

King Midas created gold with his

touch. What does that have to do

with forgiveness?

MIKAELA

Christian texts describe Heaven as

having streets of gold.

JORMUNGAND

It doesn’t.

MIKAELA

That’s just a metaphor that humans

took too literally.

JORMUNGAND

Only narrow minded sheep honestly

think Heaven is made of something

as tangible and earthen as gold.

DANTE

Still don’t get it...

MIKAELA

Alchemists wanted to create gold.

Magnus wanted to create an

absolution that allowed anyone to

reach the ’golden’ streets of

Heaven. He made one vial, then

died, leaving it to the church.
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She lowers the vial. DANTE can’t take his eyes off it. A

dark look comes over him. MIKAELA holds out her hand. A

small glyph appears within her palm.

MIKAELA

Tell me where the sword is, under

the brand of absolute truth, then

ask for forgiveness, and drink.

JORMUNGAND thinks it over then touches his temple. A large

glyph stretches from his eyes, revealed to be a map. A

glowing circle appears on the map.

JORMUNGAND

In the land of Xibalba, the

dwelling place of the immortals,

where sickness and death are not

known. Between the four rivers,

buried beneath the deluge. What was

once a garden is now greed. What

once brought flowers now fuels

machines. To look for fire, you

must look in water.

JORMUNGAND walks towards MIKAELA and slowly raises his hand.

She shakes it, and the map drifts into her eyes.

JORMUNGAND

My memory is now yours. I am...

very tired of this life... If I am

deemed worthy, then may God one day

forgive me for even half my deeds.

He lowers his hand.

MIKAELA

The garden is in an underwater

cavern... In Yucatan, not the

Middle East...

JORMUNGAND

The myth of the Tigris is just

religious politicking used to

justify violence. The Great Flood

washed away the original rivers.

Names and locations were translated

and changed. Go to that location,

exhume the garden, and there you

will find the sword.

MIKAELA looks at her glyph. It’s still golden.
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MIKAELA

You’re telling the truth.

He nods. She raises the vial. Something in DANTE snaps and

his eyes glow red. In a flash, he draws Ivory and shoots the

vial out of her hand, causing it to explode.

JORMUNGAND

NO!

DANTE draws Ebony as well and begins destroying the other

demons. The DANCING GIRL DEMONS jump down and rush the trio.

VERGIL

Shit.

VERGIL draws Yamato and cuts them apart with ease.

JORMUNGAND

No!!!

In seconds, they’ve killed all of the demons. DANTE, eyes

wicked, turns to JORMUNGAND.

MIKAELA

Dante wait!

DANTE casts a red shield glyph around only him and

JORMUNGAND.

JORMUNGAND

Stop him! Stop him!

MIKAELA

Dante don’t he helped us!

DANTE

(Voice now a growl)

Vengeance is MINE. I WILL REPAY!

He FIRES! DOZENS OF AUTOMATIC ROUNDS SHRED INTO JORMUNGAND’S

HEAD, KILLING HIM AND DECIMATING HIS BODY.

DANTE quits firing then walks forward and grabs the corpse.

VERGIL

Dante?...

DANTE’S hand glows red and he punches the dead body with

crushing force. Then AGAIN. AND AGAIN. AND AGAIN.

He lets the body go then steps back.
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MIKAELA

You monster, he helped us! He’d

asked for forgiveness!

DANTE turns, his eyes terrifying with rage, his whole body

trembling. Red orbs rush into the amulet on VERGIL’S neck.

DANTE

NO FORGIVENESS CAME FOR MY FATHER!

MIKAELA steps back in fear.

DANTE

My father sacrificed and protected

humans for centuries! Where was

your damned vial then? Huh?! This

piece of shit makes you one deal

and says he’s sorry and now he can

go back to Heaven?!

MIKAELA

Anyone can be forgiven...

DANTE

He corrupted the entire human race!

I’m beginning to question your

God’s logic!

MIKAELA

You’re horrible.

DANTE

This coming from someone who just

made a deal with a devil. Be

careful you’re not forgetting what

you are as well. You got what we

came here for: The sword’s

location. Now let’s go get it.

They stand there loathing one another.

VERGIL

His heart was true. If God really

wants to save him, I’m sure its

fully within his power to do so.

MIKAELA and DANTE look away.

MIKAELA

The jet will need a few hours to

refuel and change out. We’ll rest

there for the night and leave in

the morning.
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DANTE

I’m getting some fresh air first.

VERGIL slings the blood off Yamato then replaces it in its

sheathe. MIKAELA walks passed DANTE. DANTE stands alone in

the blood splattered room.

EXT. SKYSCRAPER ROOFTOP- NIGHT

DANTE climbs the side of the building, up the tower spire,

up the light beam, then stands on the very top of the safety

light. He looks to the sky. His eyes show an inner rage and

confusion barely being contained.

EXT. CITY STREETS- NIGHT

VERGIL and MIKAELA walk along the now empty streets.

VERGIL

Are you truly so willing to offer

forgiveness?

MIKAELA

He’d repented! Who are you to

judge?

VERGIL

I mean no offense, it just

intrigues me. I’ve always wished

there was no need for forgiveness.

Dante and I have lived longer and

seen more hatred and cruelty than

you have.

MIKAELA

There’s good too, though. People

just focus on the bad more.

VERGIL

If it were up to me, I’d make

people focus on the good. Make them

do good.

EXT. SMALL RUNWAY- NIGHT

MILITARY PUPIL 1 opens the jet door and they enter.
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EXT. TIMES SQUARE- NIGHT

DANTE walks through the CROWDS of Times Square. The news

broadcast on the Jumbotron features headlines quoting,

"TENSIONS RISE AS THREATS OF WAR BUILD."

A VERY YOUNG GIRL bumps into DANTE’S leg and looks up at

him. He smiles. The girl’s YOUNG MOTHER AND FATHER kneel

down beside her and gently pick her up.

MOTHER

Sorry.

DANTE shakes his head.

FATHER

(Smiling, not sarcastic)

Cool haircut. Cosplayer?

DANTE

Yeah...

EXT. SMALL AIRPORT RUNWAY- NIGHT

DANTE reaches the tarmac, far from the jet. Ahead, MIKAELA

quietly steps out of the jet alone and pulls on her hood.

DANTE curiously follows her from a distance.

EXT. DARKENED CITY STREETS- NIGHT

MIKAELA slips through back alleys. DANTE continues to

follow. Eventually, MIKAELA approaches a hunched over

HOMELESS MAN. HOMELESS MAN is violently coughing and

shivering. DANTE stays in the shadows.

MIKAELA kneels down and gently touches HOMELESS MAN’S FACE.

Her eyes begin to glow golden. HOMELESS MAN wakes and

flenches when he sees this stranger so close to him.

HOMELESS

Donn hurd me...

MIKAELA

Shhhh, I’m not going to hurt you.

He looks into her beautifully colored eyes. She smiles a

disarmingly warm smile. She touches his chest and her hand

glows white gold. He coughs one more time and his shiver

subsides.

A golden current flows from her hand across his body. He

looks at her in amazement.
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MIKAELA

There, that should keep you warm...

HOMELESS MAN

Thank you...

DANTE’S posture relaxes as he watches. This is far from the

straightforward girl he’s been dealing with. She leaves the

man and continues through the shadows.

She moves around a corner. DANTE TRIPS OVER A GARBAGE CAN

when he rounds the corner. MIKAELA swiftly turns and sees

him. Her eyes go cold again.

DANTE

...I was... Watching you...

MIKAELA

Leave me alone. I really don’t want

to hear any more of your smug

comments.

She walks off. He follows, but after a few steps she throws

a shield glyph into him, knocking him off balance.

DANTE

Hey...

He walks around the glyph and continues on. She turns and

casts another shield glyph into him.

MIKAELA

God dammit I said leave me alone

Dante!

He sees she’s genuinely upset and stops walking. She sees a

subtle change in his cocky posture.

DANTE

...I’m sorry for yelling at you

earlier. I’m not sorry for what I

did or what I said, but I’m sorry I

yelled. My mother taught me better

than that.

MIKAELA

(Shaking her head)

Your mother taught you a lot better

than everything you’re doing. Your

MOTHER would be very disappointed

in the way you act.
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DANTE

(Confused and angered)

What makes you think you know

anything about my mother?

MIKAELA, still frustrated, pulls a necklace out from her

shirt, revealing two SAINTHOOD PENDANTS. One is of SPARDA,

and the other of EVA. It surprises DANTE.

DANTE

Those are...

MIKAELA

Your parents. They were both

canonized the week after we learned

of your mother’s death. They said

the angels wept for ten days. I

grew up in a nun’s orphanage,

hearing stories of the hero Sparda

and the loving Eva. I had such

respect and admiration for them and

what they stood for. I expected so

much out of you and Vergil. But

instead, I meet you, and you’re

both... Cold, and uncaring, with

this devil may care attitude... You

are not your parent’s legacy. No

matter how much demonic blood you

spill, you will never be your

father.

DANTE

My father could barely bring

himself to have a full conversation

with us! My FATHER left us alone

and afraid!

MIKAELA

He left you because he knew you

could continue on! He trusted that

you’d be strong and make it out!

Instead you spend your days eating

pizza and sleeping with drunk

strippers! You’re a two bit rock

star that kills demons because you

get off on it, not because you

stand for something!

They’re close now, only feet apart.

MIKAELA

I don’t have time for this. Do not

follow me. One of us has to do

(MORE)
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MIKAELA (cont’d)

something that your mother would

appreciate.

MIKAELA walks off. DANTE doesn’t move at first.

DANTE

What if I wanted to help?

He pulls the white amulet from under his shirt.

DANTE

Help make people feel better?

Her defenses lower. He approaches her.

DANTE

I’m not being smug. If you wanted,

I could help. We don’t have to

talk. Just tell me what to do.

MIKAELA

I’d like that.

DANTE

I bet you would.

MIKAELA

I meant I’d like you to help.

EXT. ALLEYWAY- NIGHT

THREE HOMELESS PEOPLE sleep near a burning garbage can.

MIKAELA takes two blankets from her pack and wraps two of

them in it. They don’t wake. DANTE takes off his jacket and

lays it over the other.

INT. HOSPITAL WAITING ROOM- NIGHT

DOZENS OF DIFFERENT FAMILIES sleep restlessly in arm chairs

as TV’s silently play news footage of violence. The news

channel is RAPTOR NEWS and the reporter is BOB BARBAS, a

bloated, angry seeming man.

MIKAELA walks into the silent room and kneels beside a

GRIEVING MOTHER who is crying in her sleep. MIKAELA takes

the mother’s hand and she stops crying. DANTE turns the TV’s

off as BOB BARBAS continues yelling.
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EXT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY- NIGHT

The two walk down the hall. DANTE stops and looks into a

room.

INT. HOSPITAL SICK ROOM- NIGHT

A small SHAVED HEAD BOY, hooked to monitors and tubes,

sleeps facing the door. He’s holding a small sword and

shield. The boy’s SLEEPING MOTHER AND FATHER lay in chairs.

DANTE’S amulet glows. MIKAELA watches.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY- NIGHT

DANTE steps back and closes his eyes. The amulet glows

bright, and slowly begins to pulse. Soothing white energy

drifts out.

DANTE opens his eyes and they begin to burn white.

DANTE

(Voice softly echoing)

Peace for the lost, the sick, and

the forgotten. Even we damned are

never alone.

The white energy bubbles out and soon engulfs the whole

area. Soon it engulfs the whole floor. Soon the whole wing.

Soon, the whole hospital.

The energy calms then stops. DANTE exhales.

INT. HOSPITAL SICK ROOM- NIGHT

SLEEPING FATHER absentmindedly takes SLEEPING MOTHER’S hand

and she presses near him. SHAVED HEAD BOY exhales and yawns

calmly and pulls his shield to his chest.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY- NIGHT

DANTE’S amulet isn’t glowing as bright now. He catches his

breath and meets MIKAELA’S eyes. She’s calmly shocked.
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EXT. SMALL AIRPORT RUNWAY- NIGHT

MILITARY PUPIL 2 opens the door for MIKAELA and DANTE. The

lights of the jet are on and the engines whirring.

CUT TO:

The jet turns on the tarmac and begins to gather speed.

INT. JET PASSENGER CABIN- NIGHT

DANTE sits into his seat across the aisle from sleeping

VERGIL. VERGIL has a book folded across his chest. The book

title is "Admirable History: The Classification of Demons"

by Sebastien Michaelis.

DANTE softly takes the book from his chest and begins to put

it on the seat. The page the book was on catches his eye.

It’s the page discussing JORMUNGAND. A fresh red "X" is

drawn over the figure, with VERGIL’S note beside it reading,

"Power consumed."

DANTE turns the pages and sees numerous other notes like

that and dozens of red X’s. He closes the book and reclines

his seat. He puts his earphones in and turns on loud metal.

From the cockpit, MIKAELA watches him as she puts on her

pilot headset and sits in the pilot’s chair.

IMAGE: The jet flies on in the night sky. Clouds rush by and

the sky changes from night to day. Below the jet is South

American terrain.

EXT. RUNWAY- DAY

The jet touches down.

CUT TO: DANTE, VERGIL, and MIKAELA jump out, each carrying a

large duffle bag as well as their weapons. MIKAELA turns on

a computer tablet, which raises a GPS screen. Her bluetooth

sounds.

MILITARY PUPIL 1 (O.S.)

My lady, I’ve plugged in the

coordinates you gave. This is as

close as we can get you.

MIKAELA

Very good. We’re on foot from here.

Keep the jet ready.
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MILITARY PUPIL 1 (O.S.)

Yes ma’am.

The trio makes their way through the jungle.

DANTE

I don’t remember the last time we

went swimming...

VERGIL

I don’t swim.

MIKAELA

You "don’t," or you can’t?

VERGIL

Of course I can swim.

MIKAELA

Good, because you had me really

worried for a second.

EXT. GIANT CAVE- DAY

They reach a massive ground cave, nearly sixty feet wide.

DANTE

This looks ominous enough.

MIKAELA

We’re close.

They approach the edge and peer over.

MIKAELA

I can’t see how far down it goes.

DANTE

(Leaning over)

Me either. Looks-

VERGIL smirks and nudges him towards the precipice.

DANTE

OHOHOHOSHIT!!

He steadies himself by flailing his arms. VERGIL chuckles.

DANTE

Almost lost my cool there for a

second. Prick.
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VERGIL

Oh come on, it was funny.

VERGIL’S hands begin to glow and he jumps off the edge.

VERGIL

I’LL LET YOU KNOW HOW DEEP IT IS!

DANTE laughs and jumps forward as well.

MIKAELA

Guys! Boys! Hey! Oh for goodness’

sake.

She opens her bag and removes her rope and harness.

EXT. UNDERGROUND CHAMBER- DAY

VERGIL and DANTE land unharmed on the floor in concussive

bursts. The opening above is one hundred feet up.

DANTE

(Cupping his hands)

Hope you brought enough rope!

MIKAELA

(Far away)

You suck!

VERGIL points at a glowing pool of water nearby.

VERGIL

This is it.

MIKAELA lands behind them and unlatches her harness.

MIKAELA

Show offs.

She begins unpacking scuba gear. VERGIL takes off his coat

and realizes DANTE isn’t wearing his.

VERGIL

Where’s your jacket?

MIKAELA looks at him.

DANTE

Traded it to a hobo for a Led

Zeppelin vinyl...
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VERGIL

I actually semi believe that.

MIKAELA

You don’t need your tanks?

VERGIL

No, I held my breath for over an

hour as a kid- We should be fine.

DANTE

Don’t pass out on us down there

human.

MIKAELA

Don’t get an aneurism. Okay, ready?

DANTE

Ready.

VERGIL

Here’s hoping our little bit of

faith pays off.

They wade into the water and submerge.

EXT. UNDERWATER CHANNELS- DAY

MIKAELA clicks on lights attached to her goggles. DANTE and

VERGIL turn on high powered flashlights. They make their way

down and through the vegetation. Cliff walls and reefs rise

beside them.

They come to a tunnel lined with heat vents. Boiling bubbles

simmer from fissures. DANTE points to them and then does a

thumbs up. They follow the heat. The bubbles form a corridor

and eventually lead to a single dark opening.

It’s now pitch dark except for their lights. They are soon

swimming upwards. Surreal underwater vegetation begins to

appear along the walls. The stone itself begins to show

glowing specks of diamond.

The opening is ahead. Haunting blue light shines though.

EXT. CAVE OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN- DAY

The trio seem to have emerged into a dream. Multicolored

stalactites of precious stone hang from the ceiling. Unknown

flowers line the peaceful water’s edge. Organic life and

metals seem to blend.
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The cave itself is enormous. Magical energy pulses along the

walls like a heartbeat. MIKAELA seems concerned.

MIKAELA

That was too easy. How has no one

ever stumbled onto this before?

GABRIEL

(Unseen)

They have not stumbled here because

that seal is impervious.

The trio draw their weapons. From around a corner walks none

other than the messenger himself, GABRIEL. He is tall,

ethereal, no definitive face, instead ever changing like

smoke. All that remains constant are two golden stones for

eyes.

GABRIEL

-Except to those we allow. Your

coming was foretold so you were

able to enter.

He steps forward and humbly bows.

GABRIEL

Welcome, Mikaela the orphan, and

welcome, Sons of Sparda. I am

honored to make your acquaintance.

I am Gabriel.

MIKAELA

Huhaha...

GABRIEL walks to DANTE and VERGIL.

GABRIEL

You have kept the amulets safe,

good. I shared many conversations

with your parents once upon a time.

I miss them both dearly.

VERGIL

We’ve come for the sword.

GABRIEL

Of course you have. I did not

expect you were merely taking a

recreational swim. It is here.

DANTE

We need it. Is that possible?
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GABRIEL

It was said that only one angel

would ever wield it, during the

Final War. However, I sense an

exception is possible, if you are

worthy.

MIKAELA

How will they know if they’re

worthy?

GABRIEL

The sword is down that path. Prove

yourselves and one of you will be

able to wield it.

VERGIL

Only one?

GABRIEL

This is no mere weapon. Both of you

can take it up against an enemy,

but it will only be truly unleashed

for the one whom its spirit binds

with. Go forth and find the answer

for yourself. Mikaela, you must

remain.

MIKAELA

Here?

GABRIEL

Mankind was cast out of this realm

by that blade. If you so much as

look at it here, you will go blind.

MIKAELA

Understood. I’d prefer to keep my

sight.

DANTE

Do we need our weapons?

GABRIEL

Yes. Though the weapon needed most,

’is within the wielder.’

DANTE looks at him curiously. DANTE and VERGIL exit.

MIKAELA

How many tests are there?
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GABRIEL

Just one...

DANTE and VERGIL walk down a twisting path. Charred remains

begin to replace the flowers. Then, ahead, in a shrine of

detritus, glassed ground, and ashen trees, is-

DANTE

Rebellion.

VERGIL

It’s really here.

EXT. REBELLION SHRINE- DAY

The sword is still burning. They cautiously approach.

SUDDENLY, REBELLION’S FLAMES SHOOT OUT AND A CIRCLE OF FIRE

WRAPS THE WALL OF THE SHRINE, ENCIRCLING THE BOYS. BANDS OF

FIRE SHOOT INTO THE CENTER OF THE SHRINE. THE FIRE EXPLODES

AND STANDING BEFORE THE BOYS IS THE ARCHANGEL MICHAEL!

He stands twice as tall as them, made of rock with white

energy shining from the cracks. Smoke and cloud flow from

his eyes and mouth. His wings are polished stone, with

hundreds of inscribed blades in place of feathers. His hair

is a white flame down to the small of his back.

A circular shield hovers by his left arm, enormous spikes

protruding from its edges. In his right hand is his doubled

bladed lance, made of two swords attached in the center. The

boys can’t help but step back.

His eyes are stern and set. He faces them and lifts his

weapon.

MICHAEL

(Voice booming)

Before my eyes, the arrogant

children of a great warrior, coming

to claim that which they do not

respect.

VERGIL

We’ve come to-

MICHAEL

SILENCE!!! I was there when the

cosmos raged in darkness! By my

hand the mountains rose! This sword

is only to be wielded by me! Who

are you to dare that you deserve

its power as well?!
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DANTE

We are the sons of Sparda- we have

slain thousands of de-

MICHAEL

Numbers account for nothing! A

rabid dog can kill! Does that make

it deserving? Show me that you are!

The boy’s weapons begin to burn in their hands. They YELL

and throw them down.

MICHAEL

Your father taught you that the

greatest of weapons was not a

blade, but the heart of its master.

You have forgotten this! You are

not your father’s sons!

With that, he rushes the boys! They dodge and roll away.

MICHAEL

Do not dodge like a coward! You

have no blade but you still have

strength! Face me!

He turns to them again and spins the lance over his head

then rushes again. VERGIL casts a shield glyph. DANTE does

the same. MICHAEL’S sword hits and deflects.

MICHAEL

Good! Your heart gives you

protection. Now, give yourself an

attack!

He raises his shield like an ancient foot soldier and

approaches, blade raised. DANTE teleports forward and VERGIL

follows. DANTE appears before MICHAEL, fists flaming red.

MICHAEL easily strikes him aside and then slams VERGIL back.

MICHAEL

Work together! Fighting an enemy at

the same time does not make you

one! Flank!

DANTE wipes his bloodied lip. VERGIL stands. They teleport

on each side of MICHAEL who ducks and spins his lance like a

helicopter propellor.

They work together, timing their attacks. They still don’t

land a hit on him. He catches them both with his lance and

throws them into the air.
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MICHAEL

Unleash your heart! Unleash the

demonic power and the human

strength within!

He readies his shield while they fly through the air.

VERGIL

I’ve got it!

DANTE

I think I do too!

MICHAEL

COME NOW SONS OF SPARDA! Your prey

awaits!

The boys both cross their arms in front of their chests as

SPARDA once did. They both YELL OUT and massive beams of red

and white energy explode from their chests. They transform

back into their half demon forms.

The beams explode into MICHAEL, who doesn’t even move. The

boys land on the ground. Before they can stand, MICHAEL

separates his lance into its two swords and impales both of

them through the chest then lifts them up.

VERGIL

Ahhh!

DANTE

RAHHH!!

MICHAEL

This will not kill you. You are not

human. This will not erase you. You

are not demon. You are the sons of

Sparda and Eva! Now show me what

that means!

Blood runs from their mouths.

MICHAEL

Fight! Fight it!

Life force drains from them and into his blades.

MICHAEL

I trained your father. I was his

friend for many ages. He was a

great angel, and a greater demon.

Your mother loved more than ten

thousand other humans. This is your

bloodline. Now earn it.
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DANTE and VERGIL both clench their teeth and grab the blades

then RIP THEM OUT OF THEIR CHESTS! The life force rushes

back into their bodies and the wounds quickly heal. MICHAEL

lowers his blades and stabs them in the ground in front of

the boys.

MICHAEL

Well done, Dante and Vergil. You

are indeed your parents’ lineage.

It is an honor to finally meet you.

He bows his head. The boys help themselves up.

MICHAEL

You are strong. I would dare say

that you are both deserving of this

blade. However, Vergil, I sense you

already have a mighty sword.

VERGIL summons Yamato to him. He hands it to MICHAEL.

MICHAEL

Yamato. Forged by your father for

your mother. This sword represents

the greatness humans can achieve. A

concept I sense near to your heart.

MICHAEL causes the sword to glow blue then returns it.

VERGIL

Can it kill Mundus?

MICHAEL

Not by itself. It was made for

another purpose. You were destined

for this blade. Understand this,

and it will show you its true

greatness.

MICHAEL turns to DANTE.

MICHAEL

I sense much rage in you, young

Dante. Rage and fear. Do not be

ashamed of those emotions, for

within a heart, there is as much a

capacity to love as there is to

hate. It is up to you to choose

which controls you. Rebellion is

yours.
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The flames of Rebellion go out. MICHAEL steps aside. DANTE

slowly approaches the sword. When he reaches it, he looks at

his reflection in it’s blade. For a split second, the

reflection changes from him to SPARDA.

He inhales, then grasps Rebellion and pulls it from its

stone base. It slides out with ease, and then trembles and

ignites in red flames that run down DANTE’S arm and into his

body. His white amulet glows.

MICHAEL

Very good. Come, we must rejoin

your human friend. There is still

much you must do.

EXT. CAVE OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN- DAY

GABRIEL hands MIKAELA a small scroll tube.

GABRIEL

Here, you will need this.

MIKAELA

What is-

She stops when she sees DANTE and VERGIL approaching with

MICHAEL. DANTE now has REBELLION resting on his back between

his shoulder blades.

GABRIEL

They didn’t die. That’s good.

MICHAEL

No, indeed they are stronger than

they look.

MICHAEL kneels before MIKAELA.

MICHAEL

Greetings human warrior. I believe

we share a name sake.

She nods, unable to speak.

DANTE

I totally didn’t put that together.

VERGIL

Me either.

MICHAEL stands and faces them all.
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MICHAEL

You have the swords, now use them

to their full potential. These

blades are a part of you. What you

think, they feel. Sense your

enemies, imagine their fall, and

the swords will make it so.

DANTE

So what we just have to kill Mundus

and that’s it?

GABRIEL

It’s not that easy. You could kill

every demon in this world and still

more will come. As long as men’s

hearts are corrupt, evil will

return. You must do something to

remind Mankind of the unconquerable

good that is also within them. Do

what you were born to.

VERGIL

How?

MICHAEL

That is something you must discover

for yourselves. Your final quest

will help you understand.

MIKAELA

What do we have to do?

MICHAEL

Return to the beginning.

GABRIEL

I will guide your vessel to your

new destination. From there, gather

your plan and ready yourselves for

the trials ahead. Look within and

find if you are truly ready to do

what must be done.

His gaze lingers on both DANTE and MIKAELA.

MICHAEL

I have faith in you.

DANTE

You can’t join us?
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GABRIEL

It is not our place to interfere.

Man has to overcome evil himself.

That is his greatest task. Goodbye,

and good luck to you all. We will

be watching.

MICHAEL bows and DANTE touches REBELLION then bows as well.

EXT. UNDERWATER CHANNELS- DAY

The trio swims back towards the surface, sunlight shining

above them. REBELLION still rides on DANTE’S back.

EXT. UNDERGROUND CHAMBER- DAY

MIKAELA is climbing her way up, using her rope. DANTE and

VERGIL both teleport themselves up. DANTE teleports beside

MIKAELA in mid-air and gives her a thumbs up.

EXT. GIANT CAVE- DAY

DANTE and VERGIL both appear on the ground near the cave’s

entrance. Soon MIKAELA begins to crawl out with her rope.

DANTE kneels at the ledge and extends his hand to help her.

She grins and grabs his hand and yanks him over the edge.

DANTE

(Falling into the dark)

Yiiiiyyyyaahhhhhhh!

VERGIL laughs. MIKAELA climbs out and unlatches her harness.

DANTE teleports beside her, also laughing.

DANTE

You sneaky little devil...

She picks up her gear and walks away smiling.

EXT. SKY- DAY

The jet flies smoothly through the clouds. Above them, HARPY

appears. He watches for a moment then breaks off and dives.

Down through the clouds.
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EXT. HELL- NIGHT

HARPY swoops down before MUNDUS’S shadow.

HARPY

My lord, the boys have the sword.

MUNDUS

Then they’ve become strong enough.

It is time. Send out the message to

all legions: When the hammer falls,

unleash themselves.

HARPY

It will be done.

MUNDUS

As for you, you know what to do.

MUSIC BEGINS: MARILYN MANSON’S "Sweet Dreams (Are Made of

This).

HARPY

With pleasure.

HARPY bows then lifts off into the black.

Cut to:

INT. NEWSROOM- DAY

BOB BARBAS is angrily shouting into the camera as a

background graphic reads "The Enemy Is Your Neighbor!"

Unseen to the CREW and cameras, HARPY is behind him.

EXT. TIMES SQUARE- DAY

BOB BARBAS’S broadcast is playing on a jumbotron as HUNDREDS

OF PEDESTRIANS watch.

INT. POLITICAL SUMMIT- DAY

TWO WORLD LEADERS are yelling in one another’s faces as the

CROWD OF DIPLOMATS around them wave their hands and shout.

In the midst of it is Harpy.

IMAGES: SMALL URBAN ACTS OF VIOLENCE BEGIN. TWO MEN OF

DIFFERENT RACES BEGIN SHOVING ONE ANOTHER. POLICE SPRAY

PROTESTORS WITH TEAR GAS. RIOTS BREAK OUT IN DIFFERENT

CITIES. MOLOTOV COCKTAILS ARE THROWN INTO WINDOWS. MASSIVE

BRAWLS. HARPY STANDS LAUGHING IN THE MIDDLE OF IT ALL.
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All fades.

EXT. SKY- DAY

The jet is flying low through fog.

INT. PILOT’S CABIN- DAY

DANTE and VERGIL enter the cabin as MIKAELA and MILITARY

PUPIL 2 try to fly.

MIKAELA

The levers are still locked. We’ve

got no control.

VERGIL

Where are we?

DANTE

I think I know...

EXT. SKY- DAY

The jet continues its descent. Soon the fog reveals-

EXT. ELYSIUM ISLAND- DAY

Abandoned, grey and empty, it’s DANTE and VERGIL’S home.

INT. PILOT’S CABIN- DAY

DANTE

It’s...

VERGIL

Home...

EXT. ELYSIUM YARD- DAY

The jet is parked on a long strip of ground. DANTE and

VERGIL walk in a daze towards their crumbling mansion.

VERGIL

Nobody’s ever found this place.
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DANTE

Mom and Dad’s magic kept it safe,

just like that building in London.

DANTE looks at the ground. Still covered in ash from the

flames decades ago. It’s as if time froze. It affects him.

DANTE

I don’t want to be here.

VERGIL

The angel sent us here for a

reason.

MIKAELA

You’ve never returned?

DANTE

Nothing to return to.

INT. CASTLE FOYER- DAY

The massive door CREAKS open and a beam of sunlight cuts

into the silent space. Dust floats in the air. The trio

enters. The walls are blackened and collapsed.

INT. CASTLE HALLWAY- DAY

MIKAELA touches a rusted suit of armor.

INT. CASTLE LIVING ROOM- DAY

VERGIL looks at the enormous shattered chandelier laying on

the ground.

INT. SPARDA’S CHAMBERS- DAY

DANTE enters solemnly. The door is broken on the floor. He

steps over it and looks around the decrepit room. Part of

the wall still stands, and on it are the hooks where

SPARDA’S SWORD once hung.

DANTE touches the hook and his right softly hand glows red.

Something behind him falls oveR. A mostly ruined painting is

revealed behind the dust and debris. It’s a family portrait.
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INT. CIRCULAR LIBRARY- DAY

VERGIL quietly enters, crouching between the collapsed door.

INT. SPARDA’S CHAMBERS- DAY

Vergil and Eva’s portrayals have been burned away

completely. All that remains are sections of Dante, wearing

red, and Sparda himself.

INT. CIRCULAR LIBRARY- DAY

The BOOK OF DEMONS still remains on its stand, seemingly

unharmed. VERGIL slowly opens it.

INT. SPARDA’S CHAMBERS- DAY

DANTE slowly touches the painting of his father.

INT. CIRCULAR LIBRARY- DAY

VERGIL reaches a page in the book titled, "Creation and

Control of the Hell Gate." He turns to the next the page,

which features a print of humans kneeling before Sparda.

INT. GUEST BEDROOM- DAY

MIKAELA sets her pack down on the remains of a table. She

begins to remove her gloves and loosens her collar.

INT. HALLWAY- DAY

DANTE walks distractedly. He opens the GUEST BEDROOM door.

DANTE

I guess I understand why- Whoa!

INT. GUEST BEDROOM- DAY

DANTE walks in on half undressed MIKAELA, who immediately

tries to cover herself. She can’t cover the enormous scar

running down all the way from her collarbone passed her

ribs. It’s one of many.
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MIKAELA

Dante!

DANTE

Sorry... Wow.

He’s looking at the scars.

DANTE

You’ve got scars.

MIKAELA

(Still covering herself)

Yes. Yes I do. I’ve fought my own

share of otherworldly enemies.

DANTE

(Stepping closer)

These are amazing.

MIKAELA

Dante, I really-

DANTE

Oh come on. I’m not checking you

out so what’s the matter?

She sighs but is somewhat intrigued by his fascination.

DANTE

I can’t get scars.

MIKAELA

...Really?

DANTE

No. Not one. I’ve earned plenty.

MIKAELA

You are pretty reckless.

DANTE

I’ll fade into the dark when I die,

so I figured I might as well live

it up while I can.

MIKAELA

You really believe that?

DANTE

It’s what happened to my father,

and he was a much better demon than

me. I envy scars. They show that

(MORE)
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DANTE (cont’d)
you’re alive. If there is a heaven,

you’ll never have a chance to get

one of these again. To me that

makes life better in some ways.

She turns and faces him. His eyes show he’s still somewhat

vulnerable from all of this.

MIKAELA

You’re a very interesting person

Dante.

DANTE

Half person.

MIKAELA

It’s a good half.

She turns and picks up a clean shirt from her bag.

DANTE

(Grinning)

Nice pair by the way.

Her eyes widen in embarrassment.

EXT. ELYSIUM YARD- DAY

SLAAAAAP!

DANTE (O.S.)

Ahahahowwwwww!!!

INT. CASTLE HALLWAY- DAY

MIKAELA’S door swings open and she shoves DANTE into the

hallway. He laughs and rubs his cheek. His white amulet

glows. THE GROUND SHAKES!

MIKAELA opens the door, now dressed. She steadies herself

against the wall.

INT. CASTLE FOYER- DAY

MIKAELA and DANTE unevenly make their way into the room.

VERGIL enters carrying the book.
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VERGIL

Dante! Mikaela!

MIKAELA

We’re fine!

VERGIL

What’s happening?

MIKAELA

I don’t know!

MILITARY PUPIL 1 (O.S.)

My lady! Mikaela!

MIKAELA

In here!

They make their way to entrance door as MILITARY PUPIL 1

rushes in carrying a tablet. His face is white with terror.

DANTE

What’s wrong?

MILITARY PUPIL 1 lends his hand and they all four make their

way out of the building.

EXT. ELYSIUM YARD- DAY

The four run out of the shaking castle. Parts of the walls

collapse. MILITARY PUPIL 1 gives MIKAELA the tablet.

She takes it and looks at the "Live Feed" news footage.

MIKAELA

(Horrified)

Oh, no...

DANTE turns to her.

DANTE

Is it Mundus?!

MIKAELA

No.

DANTE and VERGIL look at the screen and understand. The

footage is panicked video showing enormous clouds of fire,

including a Mushroom Cloud! Man has begun war.
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MILITARY PUPIL 1

We’d just gotten the footage when

the tremors began.

VERGIL

Those blasts couldn’t reach us out

here.

The tremors grow stronger!

MIKAELA

(Snapping out of it)

We need to take off!

MILITARY PUPIL 1 runs towards the plane. The ground SPLITS

into dozens of fissures! DANTE, VERGIL and MIKAELA make

their way to the jet, but red hands begin crawling out of

the cracks!

DANTE

Hurry!

A tremor knocks DANTE and VERGIL to their feet. MIKAELA

keeps running, jumping over the snatching red hands. The

ground snaps behind the boys. Two pointed, flaming legs

crawl out. Then another two. Then finally, the body follows,

revealing an enormous fiery SPIDER DEMON.

VERGIL

Go! Get it ready!

MIKAELA gets into the jet.

INT. PILOT’S CABIN- DAY

MILITARY PUPIL 1 is already flipping switches. MIKAELA joins

him and jumps in her seat. She grabs her radio.

MIKAELA

Vatican control this is Seraph One,

does anyone copy?!

INT. JET LOCKER- DAY

MILITARY PUPIL 2 opens a weapons locker.
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EXT. ELYSIUM YARD- DAY

SPIDER DEMON

Greetings, sons of the betrayer!

It draws an enormous axe and pulverizes the castle’s wall.

DANTE

You home wrecking son of a bitch.

VERGIL

He’s kinda big.

DANTE

We’ve fought bigger.

BOOM! A rocket zooms over their heads and strikes SPIDER

DEMON in the shoulder. It melts its skin like acid.

SPIDER DEMON

RRRRRAAAAHHHHH!

DANTE and VERGIL turn to see MILITARY PUPIL 2 reloading.

VERGIL

Nice one!

MILITARY PUPIL 2 gives a thumbs up. VERGIL draws Yamato.

DANTE twirls Ebony and Ivory.

DANTE

I love you girls, but...

REBELLION appears on his back.

DANTE

I want to try out my new toy.

He holsters the pistols and draws Rebellion.

SPIDER DEMON ROARS and swings his axe down towards VERGIL,

who teleports behind it. VERGIL reappears and concentrates

Yamato then swings, unleashing ten white streaks of energy

which slice into Spider Demon, knocking him forward.

He falls forward in pain and DANTE, a hundred feet away,

explodes forward in a rush of red light. In one second, he

is at SPIDER DEMON, and drives REBELLION into its stomach

with incredible force. Another rocket hits it in the face.

DANTE and VERGIL each appear beside one of its middle legs.

Dante unleashes a combo of violent hacks and slices into

multiple legs. Vergil concentrates Yamato again and

unleashes another wave of energy slices.
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MILITARY PUPIL 2 now has an automatic rifle and is

individually capping the demonic hands crawling up near the

jet.

INT. PILOT’S CABIN- DAY

The engines are revving up.

EXT. ELYSIUM YARD- DAY

DANTE SLICES THREE LEGS OFF. VERGIL charges Yamato then

unleashes a single massive slice of white energy that cuts

the demon in half.

The jet engines rev to full power.

MILITARY PUPIL 2

Let’s go!

DANTE and VERGIL run passed the dissolving corpse as

MILITARY PUPIL 2 continues to shoot the hands in the ground.

They get to the jet and all climb in.

INT. PILOT’S CABIN- DAY

MIKAELA

This is going to be rough!

DANTE (O.S.)

I like it rough!

EXT. ELYSIUM YARD- DAY

The jet speeds down the smooth path, towards the cliff edge.

The ground continues to crumble.

The engines fire even more powerfully as the path begins to

snap. The castle falls apart in the distance. The jet lifts

off just seconds from the edge!

INT. PILOT’S CABIN- DAY

MILITARY PUPIL 1 exhales and laughs. MIKAELA grabs her radio

and switches the frequency.

MIKAELA

Vatican Command is anyone on this

channel?! Is anyone there? This is

Seraph One!
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RADIO

Seraph One this is Lieutenant

Maximus of the Thirteenth Legion!

MIKAELA

Sir, what’s happening?!

DANTE and VERGIL enter to listen.

RADIO

Everything is collapsing! Bombs

have detonated in Europe, the

Americas and the Orient! Demons

have begun to attack in the open!

All signs point that they’re making

their way to us!

MIKAELA

Say again?

RADIO

The demons are making their way to

the Vatican! All energy is being

concentrated in our direction! Get

here now! Thirteenth out!

The radio goes silent.

MIKAELA

Mundus is going to make his move at

the Vatican, not the Hell Gate...

VERGIL

I get it. If you’re going to rule a

people, arrive by destroying their

greatest monument, not in an

abandoned field.

MIKAELA

Plot the fastest course to the

Vatican. Dante-

He looks at her. She tosses him an iPod Touch and some

earphones.

DANTE

What is this?

He clicks on the music icon.

MIKAELA

It’s called an MP3 player. It plays

music! Just download whatever you

want!
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DANTE

(Eyes bright)

ARE YOU SERIOUS?!

MIKAELA

Yeah!

DANTE

Hell yeah!

EXT. SKY- DAY

The jet flies on as the sun begins to set.

IMAGES- AROUND THE WORLD, CHAOS HAS ERUPTED. IN THE MIDST OF

THE CIVIL WARS AND RIOTS, DEMONS OF ALL KINDS ARE NOW

ATTACKING. TIMES SQUARE. GRENADES GO OFF! EGYPT. A BOMB

DETONATES IN A STREET, THROWING DOZENS THROUGH THE AIR! HONG

KONG. A BOMB GOES OFF IN THE DISTANCE AND THE GLASS OF

SEVERAL SKY SCRAPERS BEGINS TO SHATTER! RIO DE JANEIRO-

DEMONS TEAR DOWN THE STATUE OF CHRIST. MEN USE THEIR WEAPONS

AGAINST THE DEMONS BUT NOTHING HAPPENS. IT’S A SLAUGHTER.

FINALLY, ITALY- VATICAN CITY- CROWDS RUN IN PANIC AS HORDES

OF DEMONS MAKE THEIR WAY UP ST. PETER’S SQUARE.

EXT. NIGHT- ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

In the midst of the panic, the THIRTEENTH LEGION, led by LT.

MAXIMUS, a scarred middle aged man, form ranks.

LT. MAXIMUS

Cur ante tubam tremor occupat

artus?!

The legion forms its phalanx of shields and places its gun

barrels ahead.

EXT. HELL- NIGHT

MUNDUS looks up in wicked delight. Hundreds of chains are

connected to the ground around him and with every heave from

the army of red demonic hands, he’s lifted closer to the

world above!
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EXT. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

LT. MAXIMUS

Bellum letale! Bellum letale!

Potius mori quam foedari!

The legion opens fire on the oncoming horde of demons. Their

aim is perfect. In the sky, a small jet appears!

INT. PILOT’S CABIN- NIGHT

Everyone is looking out the window below.

MIKAELA

Mother Mary, no...

She undoes her buckles and opens a locker.

MIKAELA

James, you and Mark continue on. We

don’t have time to land.

MILITARY PUPIL 1

Yes my lady.

She pulls a parachute pack from the locker.

DANTE

What are you doing?

MIKAELA

We’re getting off now!

AN EXPLOSION OUTSIDE ROCKS THE JET.

VERGIL

You’re not high enough up to use a

chute.

MIKAELA

We need to get down there!

DANTE

I’ve got an idea!

He puts in the earphones then OPENS THE JET’S DOOR! WIND

COMES HURLING IN.

VERGIL

Are you really thinking what I

think you are?!
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DANTE

Probably so! Mikaela, I need you to

trust us. Get what you need!

MIKAELA

(Grabbing her weapons)

Got it!

DANTE

Alright! Close your eyes!

With that he takes her hand and LEAPS OUT OF THE PLANE!

MIKAELA

OHMYGOOOOOOOD!!!!

VERGIL grabs Yamato and jumps out as well.

Ext. Sky- Night

The trio free falls high in the air.

DANTE

This is awesome!

VERGIL

It kind of is! Is this going to

hurt when we land?!

DANTE

I have no idea!

MIKAELA

If we die I’m going to kill you!

They plummet towards the madness and fire below. Explosions

go off around them. The ground approaches.

DANTE

OKAY! Here we go!

He grabs MIKAELA and turns his back to the air, slowing

their descent. She looks at him quickly to see what’s

happening. He winks at her THEN THROWS HER UPWARDS!

He teleports away, and VERGIL rushes over and repeats the

same step. They continue throwing her, teleporting, and

catching her, slowing down the fall. Their fall slows.
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EXT. VATICAN CITY STREETS- NIGHT

MARIONETTE DEMONS tear their way through the streets.

MARIONETTE DEMON 1 knocks down a MOTHER protecting her

BLEEDING CHILD. It raises its scythed hand and-

BAM! DANTE LANDS ON TOP OF IT IN CRUSHING FORCE! Dante hits

the ground hard and rolls.

DANTE

Ahhhh, damn that did hurt.

He stands and shakes his head, then puts his earphones back

in and then MIKAELA falls lightly into his arms! VERGIL

lands beside them. DANTE lowers petrified MIKAELA.

DANTE

Not that bad, huh?

MIKAELA

I hate you.

DANTE

That’s not very Christian of you.

Nearby, the BLEEDING CHILD looks at the trio in wonder.

Dante grins and high fives the kid. MIKAELA leans and wipes

the kid’s bleeding gash with her hand and it heals.

CONTINUOUS.

The trio round the corner and continue to fight their way up

the street.

EXT. VATICAN LANDING STRIP- NIGHT

MILITARY PUPIL 1 and 2 run out of the jet, each armed.

EXT. VATICAN CITY STREETS- NIGHT

The ground around the trio begins to split.

MIKAELA

Hurry!

She kneels on the ground. She sends out a pulse of golden

energy that seers the red demon hands reaching from the

cracks.
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EXT. HELL- NIGHT

MUNDUS is closer to the cracks above. The demonic hands

continue to pull him up.

MUNDUS

You are mine, sons of Sparda.

EXT. VATICAN CITY STREETS- NIGHT

Buildings beside them collapse from the quakes. MIKAELA’S

scroll tube begins to shine gold.

EXT. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

The THIRTEENTH LEGION and SWISS GUARD fight the demons.

MILITARY PUPIL 1 & 2 enter the fray. Across the square, the

trio arrives. A golden pulse flows out the Basilica’s dome.

MILITARY PUPIL 1

They’ve begun the protector’s

prayer!

MIKAELA takes the scroll tube.

MIKAELA

Maybe this has to do with that!

LT. MAXIMUS, MILITARY PUPIL 1 & 2 join the trio.

LT. MAXIMUS

Then let’s get you to them!

HARPY appears before them! He swoops down and raises his

talons. The six jump away as he tries to snatch them up.

LT. MAXIMUS

GO!

HARPY grows larger. His feathers molt and bones tear out

from his wings. He flies towards them. MILITARY PUPIL 2

fires and HARPY dodges the like a fighter plane.

MILITARY PUPIL 1

GO MY LADY!

He and PUPIL 2 stand their ground. LT. MAXIMUS continues

with the trio. They’re close to the Basilica.

HARPY swoops then viciously grabs the PUPILS in his claws.

They continue shooting him as he lifts them in the air.
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The PUPILS grab their rocket launchers. They’re high in the

sky and HARPY lets them go. As they fall, they each fire

their rockets into his stomach!

MIKAELA watches them fall to their deaths.

MIKAELA

NO!

DANTE AND VERGIL TELEPORT OUT OF SIGHT TOWARDS THE FALLING

PUPILS. HARPY struggles as he burns and bleeds from the

rockets. He lands between MIKAELA and the Basilica.

LT. MAXIMUS

Keep going, I’ll stall him.

She continues running. When HARPY moves for her, LT. MAXIMUS

opens fire on his face. Harpy pounces.

HARPY tears the gun from his hand and then pins LT. MAXIMUS

to the ground under his shield.

HARPY

Die now.

A grenade vial of Holy Water hits him in the face! His beak

begins to dissolve and he leaps back in pain. There stands

MIKAELA.

MIKAELA

No. You die now.

She draws her spear and HARPY strikes. She knocks his mouth

away twice then stabs him through the eye and out his skull.

She braces and holds on to the spear, then twists it and

slams him on the ground.

She stands over him with her gladius.

MIKAELA

Flock off, feather face.

She drives her sword through his other eye and he twitches

then begins to dissolve. Red orbs hover. She helps LT.

MAXIMUS up then reaches the Basilica. DANTE and VERGIL

reappear on the far side of the square.

DANTE

Didn’t know the Catholics had it in

’em.

They make their way towards the Basilica as well.
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INT. BASILICA STAIRCASE- NIGHT

MIKAELA makes her way up the winding stairs.

EXT. HELL- NIGHT

MUNDUS is very close to the cracks now.

MUNDUS

Yes! Yes!

EXT. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

DANTE and VERGIL continue to fight. Orbs are rushing into

Vergil’s amulet.

INT. BASILICA DOME- NIGHT

MIKAELA enters to see rows of DOZENS OF CARDINALS, MONKS and

the POPE praying in a circle facing out to the city. A

bright flame in the center of the dome produces the golden

current. The POPE looks to MIKAELA. She opens the scroll

tube.

MIKAELA

Here! It’s from Archangel Gabriel!

POPE unfurls the scroll then reads it. He throws the page

into the flame!

The flame burns even brighter. POPE pats her shoulder and

returns to his spot.

SMALL STREAKS OF FLAME BEGIN TO APPEAR FROM THE FIRE AND

MOVE OUT TO REST ON THE TONGUES OF EACH SPEAKER. WHEN THE

FIRES TOUCH THEIR TONGUES, A GOLDEN CURRENT CHARGES OVER

THEM. THEIR VOICES AMPLIFY! WHILE ONLY A FEW DOZEN MEN ARE

SPEAKING, THOUSANDS OF VOICES AND HUNDREDS OF LANGUAGES ARE

HEARD!

EXT. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

The golden current shines in power and spreads out over the

city. Streaks of its flame strike the hordes of demons,

binding them in pain!

Red orbs are everywhere. DANTE and VERGIL reach the middle

of the square.
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INT. BASILICA DOME- NIGHT

MIKAELA exhales as the gold spreads.

EXT. HELL- NIGHT

MUNDUS is at the cracks now. Thousands of red orbs rise

around him. The gold is visible above. He snarls.

MUNDUS

TOO LATE!

EXT. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

The remaining red orbs rush down into the cracks and

suddenly a red glyph appears and covers most of the Square,

with DANTE and VERGIL right in the center of it.

DANTE

Ah crap.

The demonic hands in the cracks disappear and the enter

circle within the glyphy explodes! Man and demon are

consumed! The explosion makes its way inward to DANTE and

VERGIL. They are grabbed by demonic hands.

EXT. HELL- NIGHT

FLAMES SHOOT UP AROUND THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE GLYPH. DANTE

AND VERGIL ARE PULLED INTO THE DARKNESS, THROUGH THE FLAMES!

DANTE

AHHHH!

VERGIL

AGHHHHHH!!

INT. BASILICA DOME- NIGHT

MIKAELA watches in horror.

EXT. HELL- NIGHT

DANTE and VERGIL hit the ground, burned, smoking, hurt.

Rebellion falls near DANTE. MUNDUS stands before them.
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MUNDUS

You’ve done well, sons of Sparda.

Now, you must die...

DANTE reaches for Rebellion. VERGIL balances himself on

Yamato and grimaces as he rises.

VERGIL

You... won’t...

MUNDUS

No. I will.

Torches around the chamber begin to ignite, revealing

hundreds of demons and SEVEN HORNED BEASTS chained to stone

thrones.

MUNDUS

Your amulets have grown very

powerful. Now, their power will be

mine.

DANTE

You never meant the demons to

succeed, you just released them for

us to kill, to make the amulets

stronger...

MUNDUS

Yes, and now only one thing

remains.

MUNDUS looks to the shining glyph.

VERGIL

You don’t need the Hell Gate...

MUNDUS

No need to fight Sparda’s power. I

have gained entry to the human

world wherever I wish. Now all I

need is those amulets.

The red orbs bind against his chains. DANTE and VERGIL try

to gather themselves. The chains shake then SNAP!!! MUNDUS

is unleashed.

The SHOCKWAVE from his release juts upwards, into the human

world.
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EXT. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

The SHOCKWAVE enters the human realm. Demonic energy mutates

the buildings and dark matter wraps around the HUMANS! Hell

has reached Earth!

EVERYTHING WARPS AND HANGS IN THE AIR!

EXT. HELL- NIGHT

MUNDUS

Yes!

He stretches his wrists and arms.

MUNDUS

At last, freedom is mine.

He lumbers towards DANTE and VERGIL, a giant compared to

them. DANTE tenses and raises Rebellion when-

TWO WHITE STREAKS APPEAR ABOVE, SHOOTING DOWN THROUGH THE

GLYPH AND LANDING IN BETWEEN MUNDUS AND THE BOYS. The smoke

clears and MICHAEL and GABRIEL step forward.

MICHAEL

You will not win this day,

nuisance.

VERGIL

(Stumbling)

What are you doing here?

GABRIEL

Interfering.

He casts a wave of white over the two boys, renewing them.

MUNDUS

MOVE ASIDE SLAVES!

He draws his flaming whip and lashes out! GABRIEL slings

DANTE and VERGIL back then he and MICHAEL teleport out of

range. DANTE and VERGIL regain their strength. They join in.

EXT. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

MIKAELA dodges black matter as she reaches the burning glyph

and leans to the flames.
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MIKAELA

DANTE!!!

The flames burn her hand!

LT. MAXIMUS

Stay back!

EXT. HELL- NIGHT

MUNDUS strikes with mighty power. He crushes the landscape

as he strikes. Fire bursts from his body with each swing.

DANTE blocks MUNDUS’S hooks with Rebellion then summons his

gauntlets and slams MUNDUS against the wall.

MUNDUS

You will not stop me!

MICHAEL and DANTE teleport on opposite sides of him then

rush and stab his wrists into the wall.

MUNDUS

NRAGHHHH!!

DANTE

We’ll sure as hell try!

MUNDUS ROARS and falls to the ground. He lifts his whip and

strikes the floor.

MUNDUS

Get them!

The demons nearby rush into the fray. DANTE opens fire with

his pistols.

VERGIL summons white spikes into MUNDUS’S leg. GABRIEL binds

him and pulls him to his knees.

GABRIEL

Perfectly executed, young one!

MICHAEL rushes him. MUNDUS catches his lance before it can

strike, but MICHAEL lifts him and slams him over.

DANTE gathers energy and rushes across the room to strike,

hitting MUNDUS in the throat and slicing it open. Molten

lava pours from the wound.

MICHAEL

Excellent attack! Your father would

be proud!
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MUNDUS ROARS and lets out a burst of fire that knocks all

four of them back. Demons attack GABRIEL and VERGIL.

MUNDUS makes his way to VERGIL, his eyes on the red amulet.

Fire rages from him, keeping MICHAEL and DANTE away.

MUNDUS

The heavens will quake under my

wrath! Your life ends at my blade!

He grabs GABRIEL and throws him. He raises his hooks.

DANTE

Vergil!

MUNDUS STABS VERGIL WITH THE HOOKS AND SPINS HIM THROUGH THE

AIR THEN SLAMS HIM AGAINST THE WALL. GABRIEL FAINTLY LANDS

BY MICHAEL. VERGIL CRUMPLES TO THE GROUND.

MUNDUS

Your father was too weak to stop

me. You were to weak to save your

whore mother! You will always be

too weak!

He slams VERGIL against the wall again and sends out another

burst of flame that strikes DANTE. MICHAEL swoops over the

protect him. The shields crash against his shield.

MICHAEL

Dante! You know what to do!!!

MUNDUS kneels by VERGIL and tears the amulet from his neck.

MUNDUS

Your fall. My ascension.

DANTE stands weakly and yanks off his white amulet. He

raises it up. A beam of white light appears from it and

shines on MUNDUS, who looks up in fear.

DANTE

You know, you really need to shut

the hell up.

MUNDUS

NO!

DANTE crushes the white amulet in his hand and an explosion

of white energy breaks out like a lightning storm. Bolts

strike and entangle MUNDUS and the demons.
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MUNDUS

No! NOOOO!!!

It begins tearing them apart. MUNDUS falls to his knees as

his body is torn away. Burning energy appears as his flesh

is stripped away. VERGIL slowly stands and takes his amulet.

VERGIL

(Darkly cruel)

I’m going to enjoy this...

He rears Yamato and uppercuts into MUNDUS’S jaw. The white

bolts continue to tear him apart. Rebellion turns white hot.

He bursts across and stabs MUNDUS in the head!

DANTE holds onto the blade then detonates down Mundus’s

body. MUNDUS’S FLESH DISSOLVES UNTIL HIS BODY IS ONLY

ENERGY.

DANTE teleports into the air then beams down and slams into

Mundus’s head. The body seizes to the ground and explodes!

Ext. St. Peter’s Square- Night

The explosion rises through the hole and cracks and

incinerates the demons and black energy. The humans are

unharmed. All demonic force is pulled back below.

Ext. Hell- Night

The lesser demons are gone. The SEVEN THRONED DEMONS turn to

stone. Red orbs rush into VERGIL’S amulet. The fires above

extinguish, but the glyph remains. DANTE sprints over and

helps VERGIL up.

VERGIL

Your amulet...

DANTE

It was worth the sacrifice.

MICHAEL and GABRIEL distantly watch the brothers.

MICHAEL

You are sure...

GABRIEL

I have seen it in his eyes.

A slow MOAN builds behind them. The angels turn to see two

red eyes approaching in the darkness.
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LUCIFER

(Unseen except for eyes)

You fought well, my old friends.

Yet you cannot fight in what is to

come, can you?

GABRIEL

No, morning star, we cannot.

LUCIFER

I wonder, will you be allowed to

fight me, when the time comes?

MICHAEL

Old friend, your last sight will be

my foot at your throat with chains

in hand.

Fangs flash a smile under the red eyes.

LUCIFER

We will see.

The eyes settle on the boys.

LUCIFER

Things have a way of changing.

The eyes vanish. DANTE and VERGIL join the angels. VERGIL’S

eyes are darker. Colder.

MICHAEL

We will help you exit, then we must

depart.

DANTE nods. The angels each take the shoulder of one of the

boys then rise up through the glyph. All that remains below

is the smoking mark of where MUNDUS fell.

Ext. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

The four of them appear at glyph’s edge by MIKAELA.

MIKAELA

Dante! Vergil! Someone bring some

help!

DANTE and VERGIL both lay on the ground, gasping for breath.

MIKAELA touches Dante’s cheek.

DANTE

Sorry, but an inferno melted your

earphone cord...
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MIKAELA

You can get me a new one.

The two boys sit up. Vergil’s eyes are still cold.

GABRIEL

We must leave for now.

MIKAELA

Thank you... For everything.

MICHAEL

Until next time.

MIKAELA notices their serious faces.

GABRIEL

Farewell, battle partners.

DANTE

See you guys.

VERGIL

Goodbye.

With that, the angels disappear. VERGIL clasps his chest.

The two boys stand.

EXT. TIMES SQUARE- NIGHT

The MASSIVE CROWD has quit fighting to watch the events

unfold at the Vatican. Some are still holding weapons, but

everyone stands in silence as they watch the Jumbotron play

new coverage of St. Peter’s Square.

EXT. HONG KONG- NIGHT

The RIOT has ceased. Fires still burn, smoke billows, but

everyone is watching the Jumbotron. The news footage zooms

in on DANTE, VERGIL, and MIKAELA.

EXT. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

DANTE looks out at the streets.

DANTE

The fighting’s stopped?
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MIKAELA

Yeah, once the demons broke out,

people quit fighting each other.

And now the demons are gone...

DANTE

So is Mundus...

MIKAELA

We did it! I can’t believe it.

VERGIL

(Harsh)

They’ll come back.

DANTE and MIKAELA turn to them.

VERGIL

They’ll always come back as long as

man is like this. Slaughtering one

another.

DANTE

(Trying to lighten up)

Then we’ll be there when they come.

VERGIL

And what about when we’re gone?!

DANTE’S smile breaks at the rage he hears.

VERGIL

Mundus is gone, but there will

always be something else. Unless

man can change.

MIKAELA

Vergil...

VERGIL

What we talked about...

MIKAELA

You don’t mean that.

DANTE

Mean what?

VERGIL takes a step away from them.
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EXT. TIMES SQUARE- NIGHT

The news on the Jumbotron shows VERGIL putting space between

him and DANTE. He faces them straight on.

EXT. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

VERGIL eyes slowly turn red.

DANTE

(Voice trembling)

This is what you’ve been after the

whole time?!

VERGIL

Just in our lifetimes, man has

slaughtered man by the HUNDREDS OF

MILLIONS! Tonight has shown he

hasn’t learned!

MIKAELA

But they can.

VERGIL

They’ve had five millennia to!

DANTE

Vergil you can’t do this.

VERGIL looks at his amulet.

VERGIL

WE can! You and I! As the Sons of

Sparda we destroy demons. What of

the demons within man? Think of

what Gabriel said: Do what we were

BORN to do! This is it!

DANTE

NO! We were born to protect people!

We were given the power and

strength to keep them safe!

VERGIL

And now, we can be strong enough to

protect them from themselves! I can

be strong enough!

DANTE

VERGIL LISTEN TO YOURSELF!

MIKAELA’S hand touches Vergil’s chest.
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MIKAELA

Vergil please, I’m begging you to

see reason... This isn’t who you

are. This isn’t what your mother

and father stood for.

VERGIL takes her hand and lowers it. A flicker of sadness

appears in his eyes.

VERGIL

Forgive me. It’s not what I stand

for anymore. In time, you will

understand. Come Dante. We need to

get to the Hell Gate. Father’s

power and Man’s liberation is

waiting for us there.

He walks off then stops. DANTE hasn’t moved.

DANTE

No Vergil... We can’t...

BEAT.

VERGIL

Maybe we can’t, but I can.

DANTE

(Tearing up)

Vergil, please, I’m begging you.

VERGIL

And I am begging you to join me. If

not, then step aside.

DANTE

I can’t do either of those...

VERGIL

You would try to stop me?

DANTE’S jaw trembles as he tries to keep it clenched. Tears

roll down his cheek.

DANTE

I don’t want to, but I will.

VERGIL stops and thinks, then laughs quietly to himself.

VERGIL

Two different amulets. Two

different ideals. Two different

colors. It was always meant to be

like this wasn’t it, brother?
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DANTE

No, it wasn’t...

VERGIL

(Drawing Yamato)

Yet it is now... Try to stop me if

you must, but I’m off to fulfill

our father’s legacy.

DANTE draws Rebellion, still crying. He wipes his eyes.

VERGIL raises the amulet. A NEWS HELICOPTER hovers overhead

and a spotlight shines on the trio.

The red amulet pulses and changes color as a blue current

moves down Vergil’s arm. Armor appears over Vergil’s body,

and soon he resembles Sparda.

VERGIL

Forgive me, Dante.

DANTE

No.

MIKAELA backs away.

EXT. HONG KONG- NIGHT

The news footage shows the two boys circling one another,

swords raised. Several PEOPLE watching have their hands to

their mouths.

EXT. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

The two boys circle one another. They pause, then lunge.

Cut to: Shot of them as children, ages ago, fake fighting in

their bedroom.

They strike, swing, crash, attack. Where VERGIL is

calculated, DANTE is vicious and fluid. DANTE doesn’t make

any lethal attacks.

VERGIL easily pushes him off. DANTE teleports into him and

punches him, slamming him back. VERGIL in return teleports

into the air and shoots down white spikes. DANTE shoots them

all away with his pistols, then teleports as well.

Their fight has taken to the sky. They zoom across and

higher: Shooting, stabbing, striking. A CROWD, INCLUDING

MILITARY PUPILS 1 & 2, gathers by MIKAELA.
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Rage is taking over DANTE as he fights, but VERGIL soon

overpowers him and slings a wave of energy into him. It

knocks DANTE down towards the ground, but DANTE charges

Rebellion and shoots up into the unprepared VERGIL.

The blade stabs VERGIL through the shoulder.

VERGIL

RAAGGHHHH!

He grabs DANTE’S hand and throat then summons numerous

spikes. The spikes launch into DANTE’S back.

DANTE

AHAGHHHHH!

VERGIL slings DANTE into the ground below, fifty feet from

MIKAELA. VERGIL slowly lands nearby. He pulls Rebellion from

his shoulder.

VERGIL

See this man! He would hold you

back from your true potential!

DANTE

No... He’d enslave you...

DANTE tries to stand but falls, bleeding everywhere.

MIKAELA

Dante stand up!

Vergil summons an entire wave of spikes. They shoot at Dante

and the CROWD. DANTE casts a shield glyph around the CROWD,

sacrificing himself. The spikes hurl him back.

DANTE

Ruuuuuurghhhhh.

MIKAELA

DANTE STAND UP!

VERGIL removes his helmet. MIKAELA looks at him in terror.

He raises Yamato towards DANTE, who is half dead by now.

DANTE bleeding from his eyes, tries to stand.

DANTE

(CRYING RAGE)

AAHHHH!!! VERGIIIIILLLL!!

STOOOOOOPPPPP!!!
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MIKAELA

VERGIL PLEASE!

VERGIL isn’t moved. He places both hands on Yamato’s hilt

and plants his feet. MIKAELA jumps forward. VERGIL gathers

energy. He rockets towards DANTE and-

SCHIIINKKK!

MIKAELA

UGH!

DANTE looks up to see MIKAELA in front of him, impaled

through the stomach by Yamato.

DANTE

....NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOH!!!!!

VERGIL’S cold facade breaks slightly as he and MIKAELA make

eye contact. She’s crying in pain. VERGIL and DANTE each

take one of her shoulders and lay her on the ground. VERGIL

removes YAMATO and dark blood flows out.

MIKAELA coughs blood and shakes her head. VERGIL looks away

then steps back. DANTE looks at her blood in terror.

He tries to cover her wound. She flinches and whimpers. Gold

begins to flicker from her hand.

MIKAELA

Gghhh- Don’t...

DANTE

No... I can save you.... You can

save you...

MIKAELA

No, I... saved you...

She takes his blood-soaked hand from her wound. Flecks of

gold begin to drift from her body. VERGIL puts on his helmet

and teleports away.

DANTE

Don’t go...

MIKAELA

I’m sorry... I’m going to have

an... awesome scar from this...

DANTE

No.. please Mikaela don’t...

She wipes his tears.
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MIKAELA

(Trying to smile)

Even a big tough devil may cry...

She touches his neck.

MIKAELA

You have such... beautiful eyes...

She places her hand on his amulet.

MIKAELA

I am... so proud of you... Now go.

DANTE

Mikaela no... No...

Her eyes close and she rests her head against his chest.

MIKAELA

Heart...beat...

She exhales and dies.

DANTE

No, no, no, no, NOOOOOO!!!

AGHHAHAHARGHHHHH!!!

A golden orb lifts from her chest and into the amulet.

DANTE

No! Come back! Please, come back!

She goes limp. His amulet shines bright again.

EXT. TIMES SQUARE- NIGHT

PEOPLE IN THE CROWD ARE CRYING AS THEY WATCH THE NEWS PLAY

OUT. PEOPLE BEGIN DROPPING THEIR WEAPONS AND ROCKS.

EXT. ST. PETER’S SQUARE- NIGHT

A SMALL ANGEL rests its hand on DANTE’S shoulder. He lays

MIKAELA’S body down. He faces the CROWD. The MOTHER and

BLEEDING CHILD are there.

DANTE takes the white amulet in his hand. His eyes turn red

and his scales return. He spouts horns on his body and wings

on his back. A white current flows from the amulet and armor

appears on his body. His helmet doesn’t cover his face.
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He picks up Rebellion. He hesitates, then his eyes set. He

teleports away in a BOOM!

EXT. HELL GATE FIELD- NIGHT

DANTE appears and VERGIL is waiting for him, helmet off. The

red glow from the Hell Gate is the only light. VERGIL has

the BOOK OF DEMONS open.

A new BLUE HELL GATE is open on the ground and a new

maelstrom is swirling over it. Power drains from the

Monolith into the BLUE HELL GATE.

VERGIL

It is fitting, this is where it

should end.

DANTE

It will be.

VERGIL

I am sorry about her.

DANTE

DON’T YOU SPEAK OF HER!

VERGIL puts Yamato in its sheathe.

VERGIL

I have removed the amulet. Whoever

is victor has control of it and

control over Father’s power.

DANTE

I’ll give you one chance to walk

away. Don’t make me do this.

VERGIL

I already have brother.

He readies himself. DANTE removes his helmet and places

Rebellion on his back. VERGIL raises a blue glyph. DANTE

raises a red glyph. They meet eyes briefly then-

Both unleash rays of pure energy from the glyphs. The rays

shoot at one another like light cannons and ignite where

they meet. The two pour their energy into the rays. Their

very souls seem to be shooting into one another.

The energy grows and the beams get stronger. DANTE pushes

forward. The maelstrom spins faster and begins erupting.

VERGIL pushes forward. They make their way to one another.
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Slowly, DANTE’S beam overpowers VERGIL’S. Soon they are only

fifteen feet apart. The beams are snapping around them.

VERGIL’S is weakening. They are close now. DANTE’S beam

consumes VERGIL’S and explodes!

VERGIL is knocked off balance. DANTE raises his empty right

hand, and in an instant, SPARDA’S SWORD APPEARS! In one

motion, DANTE swings it down and stabs VERGIL through the

heart. They both fall to their knees.

VERGIL

Father’s sword...

DANTE

His legacy...

VERGIL

There is no one... more deserving.

He puts his hand on DANTE’S shoulder, then sees DANTE’S

empty amulet. He takes it in his hand.

VERGIL

I’ll take this one then. A son of

Sparda and Eva should have an

amulet.

He pulls it from DANTE’S neck. SPARDA’S SWORD disappears

into DANTE’S hand. VERGIL and DANTE fall against one

another’s shoulders, holding each other up.

VERGIL

This is goodbye. For now...

He slowly stands, holding the amulet.

DANTE

Vergil...

VERGIL

You will always... be...my

brother...

He closes his eyes falls backwards into the dissolving BLUE

HELL GATE. The BLUE HELL GATE fades, and only the old one

remains. Its glow is faint.

DANTE

You will too.

He looks at the Monolith and old Hell Gate. He puts on the

red amulet and picks up the BOOK OF DEMONS. It ignites in

red flames within his hand and he throws it on the ground.

It burns and turns to ash then blows away.
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He summons Rebellion. All that remains is the Hell Gate. He

angrily wipes a single tear from his cheek.

DANTE

The demons will have to find

another connection to the human

world.

Red energy runs from the amulet into Rebellion until it

bursts into flame. Dante readies, then bursts across into

the Monolith. Energy gathers, then EXPLODES LIKE A BOMB!

ALL GOES WHITE.

DREAMLIKE:

EXT. ELYSIAN FIELDS- DAY

SPARDA and EVA stand among the golden blades of gently

swaying grass. Young DANTE and VERGIL run up the hill to

their parents, who kneel to greet them.

Young DANTE touches EVA’S amulet.

DANTE

Can we wear them one day?

EVA

How about now?

She takes her amulet off and puts it on DANTE. SPARDA lifts

up VERGIL then puts his amulet on him. They walk away, down

the other side of the hill.

FADE WHITE.

EXT. SAFE BUILDING- DAY

The building remains. It’s aged and cracked, but still

there. The surrounding buildings are different, but still

grungy and unkept. The biggest difference is a NEON SIGN

that reads: "DEVIL MAY CRY." SOMEONE approaches the

building’s door.

INT. SAFE BUILDING- DAY

SPARDA’S SWORD hangs on one wall, along with posters and a

dart board. In the middle of the room is a single wooden

desk with an old telephone. Behind it are DANTE’S other

weapons. Several musical instruments are propped about. A

half eaten pizza sits on a pool table.
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A television on the wall plays news, with the caption

reading: "28 Nations Pledge Unified Reconstruction Efforts."

Footage shows different WORLD LEADERS talking.

And in the corner, DANTE, shirtless, wearing the red amulet,

is plugging in a jukebox. The door opens. DANTE doesn’t turn

to greet the intruder. It’s GABRIEL.

GABRIEL

"Devil May Cry." I like it.

DANTE

He’s next.

GABRIEL

Lucifer?

DANTE

If he ever shows his face, yeah.

Until then, spread the word, anyone

who sees or runs into a demon, give

them this number. Tell them the

password is, "Nice Pair."

GABRIEL

Dante, there is more to life than

slaying demons.

DANTE

(Faking to be upbeat)

Yeah, like loud music.

GABRIEL doesn’t press it. He looks at SPARDA’S SWORD.

GABRIEL

You don’t keep it with the others?

DANTE

Don’t use it.

GABRIEL

That sword is your inheritance.

Your legacy.

DANTE

(Voice rough)

My "inheritance" has made me see

all of my family die or kill them

myself. My "legacy" left me alone.

GABRIEL nods solemnly.

DANTE fakes a smile and brings his old attitude out.
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DANTE

Who gives a damn though, right?

I’ve got pizza, metal, and demons

to kill. What more do I need?

GABRIEL lets him have the moment.

GABRIEL

Indeed, what more does one need?

Have fun. I know you enjoy it.

DANTE

Oh, I do.

GABRIEL bows and walks out the door, leaving it open so that

sunlight shines in. DANTE looks at his weapons then presses

play on the jukebox.

Music begins: The Sex Pistols’ "Anarchy in the UK."

DANTE steps in front of his desk and the phone rings.

DANTE

In fact, I’m absolutely crazy about

it!

He picks up the phone.

CUT BLACK.

THE END.


